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/ RECORD OF EVENTS FOLLOWING Tiffi COMPANY' S PRJSSF.NTATION OF ITS FINAL POSITION 
August 18, 1966 4:30 p.m. - Company gave Union its final proposal. See 
Attachment #1 in the Minutes Section. 
August 19, 1966 11:00 a.m. - Company informed the exempt ·employees of the 
geneinl details of the package. The non-exempt 
employees were to be informed of the package by 
their superiors. 
August 19, 1966 4:00 p.m. - The Union began to distribute handbills at the 
main gate. (Attachment A). 
• 
, . 
·,. August 21, 1966 
, \ 
8:00 p.m. - L. C. Scott, the Employee Relations Supervisor, 
called R. Nierzwick, the 12-8 Foreman, and told 
him to tell the employees that. the Company was 
not locking out the Union, but was agreeing to 
n day to day_extension of the Contract. 
,t ~ ··-~ 
,;:_ August 21,''i.966"" 12:00 M 
August 22, 1966 1:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
The Union leaders came to the main gate and urged 
the 12-8 employees to go into the plant. Appar-
ently the employees were suspecting a lockout. 
Certain Union membe rs, ap?&rcnt l y lead by Mes s rs. 
Zisoff and Hrash began t o c i ~culate a petition 
d~manding a meeting f or the purpose of discussing 
the Co,npany' s final proposal. The petition appar-
ently received "· sufficient number of signatures, . 
and the Union schedul ed .; r,1eeting for Friday evening 
Augu3t 28, 1966. At about 4:00 p.m. }~.:-. Gad,:.y came 
to the main gat e . He encouraged the 4-12 employees 
to go into the p~an t. During the course of his stay 
at the gate., sever.al employees, including Mr. D. 
Zisoff, engaged him in heat~d discussions. The 
grapevine has it that the membership ~anted to . 
strike and was d ·;_:-; turbed about the Union Comniittee 1 8 ·. 
failure to inL-, r,,1 .:he members of the contents of ·: '· 
the Company's . final offer. ~ it appeared that 
certain members of the Union ,r-~ dis tressed at the 
Negotiating Committee's failure to infonn the Com-
pany formally that the Union rejected the Com;>,mv' ,, 
offer and to call a strilc0. . Employc e n quizzed t : .. 
Union leadership on sever.:i.J. occasions ns to \.:;:._ ._,. ,·. J 
were working if no Contract was . in effe ct. ~~e 
grapevi~e has i t that Mr. Fajman an swered the ~c 
questions by saying that IUD strategy did not c,: _ 
for a otrike .at .that t:ir, :->. , and that tl:e Union w, ... 
working without n Contract oo as to be able tQ c~il 
a strike at any time. 
·( \ 
.r 
August 23, 1966 
August 23, 1966 
August 24, 1966 
, \ August 24, 1966 
.,- · . 
1 
Auguo t 27, 1966 
.~ugu_,t 28, 1966 
··-, ·· 
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Mra. Eloise Stewart, Fcder~l Mediation and Concil-
iation Service Commissioner conveyed to the Company 
the Union's request.for a meeting on Friday, August 
28, 1966. Mr. K. Earl, through the conciliator, 
denied the request. 
6:00 p.m.-The Company sent a letter to the bargaining unit 
employees (Attachment B). 
The Union, through the conciliator, again asked for 
a meeting to reject formally the Company's final 
offer and to provide for the establishment of arrange-
ments for an orderly shutdown. Mr. K. Earl told the 
Union, through the conciliator, that the Company would 
be willing to meet with the Union on Wednesday, 
August 31, 1966. 
3:00 p.m- The content of the letter labeled Attachm~nt C was 
read to the exempt employees by L. C. ScotL The 
local unions at various Union Carbide locations, 
including the Silicones Plant, received a telegr~m 
from Mr. Steve Harris indicating that a special IUD 
emergency meeting wa s going to be held in Chicago on 
August 25, 1966 at the She1.,nan Hotel. Messrs. Gaddy 
and Fajman attend ed this meeting. 
8:00 'l.m.-'!.'tc gr :',pevir,e h r.. s it the letter sent en August 22, 
4:00 p.m. 1966 to the employees was well received. Cormnents 
like "the Company is telling us more than the Union 
is" were heard from the employees on the floor. A 
copy of the l~cal union's August 1966 Newslette r was 
found in the p l ant (Attachment D). 
11:45 p.m.-E. Korpella informed the L~-12 Foreman that the Union 
was going to strike the Company at 12:01 a.m. Sunday 
morning. An orderly shutdown ensued. The following 
exempt employees came to the plant to oversee the 
shutdown: C.H. Fox, Jr., R. M. Youmans, E. Bissing, 
D. Broderick and E. Ladewski. 
q,-_ 
10:00 a.m.-All exempt employees were notified of the strike ~ 
It should be noted that the Marietta Plant in the 
Metals Div i sion struck at 12:01 a.m. August 28, 1966 
and the Ashtabula Plant struck at 8:00 a.m. on that 
same day. 
August 29, 1966 
J._ 
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- Picketing at the plant was peaceful. However, the · 
following incidents took place: 
.1. Mr. L. Perz brought a large German Shappard clog 
to the picket line with him. The Company took 
no steps to have him remove the animal. 
2. As a result of the picket line, the outside con-
tractors employed by the Company refused to come 
into the plant. The ARA driver would not cross 
the line and the drivers of the coal and flyosh 
trucks were not permitted to service the Oxygen 
Plant Powerhouse by the road North of the Crystal 
Production Plant property. The police were called 
by Mr. L. Har as ty, Indus trial Relat .ions represen- 1 
tative at the Oxygen Plant. Messrs. Scott, Fox,~ 
Harasty me t the officers at the gate in question. 
The police gave no support to the Company position 
that the pickets had no right to picket that en-
trance or s top trucks from using it. After n 
lengthy discussion, Mr. Dale Gaddy agreed thnt the 
Union would not prevent the coal and flyash trucks 
/
rom servicing the Oxygen Plant Powerhouse by 
means of the road in question. Subsequent to 
l1is meeting, the Union did obstruct the drive-
way in question and Mr. Haro s ty had to wave the 
trucks through the gate. Mr. E. Korpclla gave 
Mr. Harasty a "difficult time" when the trucks 
were waved in. 
The decision wn s made to operat~ the plant. The · 
schedule, labeled Attachment E was established. 
Mr. K. Earl informed the Crystal Products manage-
ment that the meeting scheduled for August 31, 
1966 with the Union had been called off. The 
Company learned that the conciliator learned of 
the strike from Mr. K. Hahes' wife on Sunday, 
August 28, 1966. An Indiana Motor Freight truck 
would not go through the picket lines. The mater-
ial on the truck was sent back to the suppiier. ✓ 
A meeting of all exempt employees was held and 
Mr. L. E. Rautiola announced that the plant would 
.be operated during the strike. 
1' . 
·" 
/ 
/ 1 
I 
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August 30, 1966 10:00 n.m. - A Sup ervisor from the ARA Se rvice cn'me through 
the picke t line ond servic~d the vending machines. 
At 11:00 a.m. it came to the Company's attention 
that the pickets.were a3ain stopping coal and 
flyash trucks headed for the Oxygen Plant via 
the road north of the Crystbl Products Plant. 
Mr. Harasty was informed of this s_ituation and 
he indicated that he would take steps to rectify 
the problem. 
6:00 p.m. - Announcement # 1 was posted. (See Announcement 
Section.) 
\ . •\; August 31, 1966 10:30 a.m. - A Werner Transportation truck was not allowed to 
~ go through the ga te. 
11:40 a.m. - Pickets stoppe d Mr. R. Salem, a salesman from 
the Moore Instrument Company, at the gate. When 
the pickets wer e aGked if they would allow this 
man to go throui3h the gate, they said "no." The 
pickets made the following comments: Mr. Grimmer: 
This woG like the coal truck deal, Charlie. E. 
Korpella: We will let the skeleton supervisory 
personnel run the plant to keep up the big ove r-
head, but no non-UCC employe e will be allowed in. 
R. Fajman: No, we won't let him in. L. Te r ry: 
We already let an architect in this morning . 
Also present at the scene were V. Vranic and V. 
Rampa. 
1 :50 t'•m Local mar,agen1ent talked to K. Earl concerning 
the pickets' refus al to allow trucks and salesmen 
through the gate. He indicated that locnl manage-
ment should not press the issue with the police 
yet. Also, he stated that he would seek advice 
on the matter from the UCC ~egnl Department. 
2:05 p.m. - A contractor from McCauliff Plumbing was turned 
away from the gnte by the pickets. 
2:20 p.m. - The pickets stopped a Mr. Smith, a deliveryman 
from the Gary Clean Towel Service, at the gate, 
When L. C. Scott asked Mr. L. Terry, ,a picket nt 
the sce ne , how he woul<l stop Mr. Smith from driving· 
through the gate, Mr~ Ter r y ototed the pickets 
would stop the man by lining up in front of the 
gat'e. The following comments were made during 
this incident: V. Vrnnic: We want out money. 
L. Terry: If you provide our camper with elec-
tricity, we will let him in. When L. Terry was 
offered the bargain of electricity for free access 
for coal trucks and salesmen, he declined. 
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3:05 p.m. - Pickets refu s ed to allow t~lephone company truck 
to pass through ~he main gate. 
3:25 p.m. - K. Hanes a nd another heavy-set, greying man come 
to gate and t a lked to the pickets. 
3:35 p.n1. - Werner Transportation Company called and indicated 
th a t it would attempt to make on 9-1-66 the delivery 
which the picket s turned away on 8-31-66. 
4:00 p.m. - L. Rautiola called a meeting of all employees in 
the pl ant. A~ thi s meeting he outlined the com-
~ ~ , September 1, 1966 9:35 a.m. -
pensation arrangement s which would be i n effect 
during the strike. He stated that all exempt and 
non-exempt employees except himself, J. Burdick, 
and C.H. Fox, would be eligible for time and one-
half for hours worked in excess of 8 in a day or 
40 in a week. 
The ili~kets stopped an ARA Company supervisor, 
A. ncnn e tt, at the gate. E. Korpella told him 
that if he went through, the vending machines 
would be boycotted after the strike. 
L .- .1 
10:00 a.m.- A meet i ng involving R. Castor, L. Rautiola, 
C. ll. Fox, L. Scott and J. Burd i ck, wa s held. 
R. Ca s tor was given a copy of th e plant's Eme r-
gency Lock-in Plan (Attachment F). Castor left 
a copy of the first strike report issued by UCC 
Industrial Relations (Attac~ment G). 
11:00 a.m. - A truck from the He rne r Transporta t ion Company and 
one from the ABF Trucking Lines were prevented from 
passing through the gate by the pickets. E. Korpe lla 
talked to the drivers~ 
11:05 a.m. - K. Earl called. He indicated that an .attorney 
named Crumpacker should be brought into the strike. 
He had done business with the UCC Whiting Ch~micals 
Plant. Local management should contact him. 
3:05 p.m. - Messrs. Rautiola, Fox and Scott met with Messrs. 
K. Reed and H. Abrahamson of the law firm of 
Crumpacker and Abrah'amson. The attorneys indicated 
that it would be wise to at ·.empt to have a truck 
make a delive ry when thl s delivery was- needed to 
prevent the plan t from shutting down. Also, th e y · 
gave the follow i ng advice : 
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1. Don 't try to bring a -truck acro s s' the picke t 
line at this time. 
2. Try to bring a loaded truck through the gate 
when the contents of the truck are needed for 
the continued operation of the plant. 
3. If the truck is stopped, s eek an injunction 
on the basis that the obstruction of the ga te 
by the pickets is causing toe plant to shut-
down. 
The Co.npany representatives indicated that they 
would u s e this advice in determining when legal 
action should be used against the picketing of 
the plant. 
5:00 p.m. - New shift schedule posted (Attachment H). 
✓ 
/ September 2, 1966 3:00 p.m. - Announc ement 4!2 was post ed. (S ee Announcement 
Section.) 
3:05 p.m. - Lo cn l manae cment brou i;ht K. Earl up-to-date on 
Septemb e r 1, 196 6 me eting be twe en Mes s rs. Rautiola, 
Fox a9d Scot t and Me ssrs. Reed and Ambrahams on. 
Pickc~S v i sibl e on 8 -4 shift: L. Longawa, J. 
Longnwa , L. Te r ry, G. Eidam , and M. Reid. 
3:50 p.m, - Sta t ion wagon containing G. Lindstrom, C. Fox , 
att empted to l eave the plant by way of the shipping 
gate. They we r e s topped by L. Longawa , S. Koleff, 
M. Re id. (Also pr esent was K. Popovich.) C. n. Fox 
spoke to S. Kolcff at the time. 
4:05 p.m. - L. Longawa struck L. C. Scott and the camera he 
wa s holding as he wa ~ filming the attempt of the 
ca r to leave the premise s .· Company repres entatives 
present: L. Rautiola, C.H. Fox, G. tindstrom. 
Union members present: K. Popovich, M. Reid, S. / 
Koleff. 
4:06 p.m. - L. Longawa sped awa y in his auto. Company r epre-
sentatives left the scene after parking the car 
at the mouth of the gate. 
4:07 p.m. - L. Routioln called K. Reed. He was unavnilnble. 
4:25 p.m. - K. Reed ca lled back. He instructed Company to call 
the police. 
t . 
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4:30 p.m. - C. H. Fox called East Chicago Police. They passed 
the buck · for awhile, buy• finally informed C. H. Fol) 
tha t a uniformed policeman.would be dispatched to 
the r·iant. 
4:45 p.m. - K. Hanes and L. Natonski appeared on the scene. 
5:10 p.m. - An East Chicago squad car drove up . to the gate, 
G. Lindstrom and C. Fox entered the Company station 
wagon pnrked at the gate. 
5:15 p.m. - Two motorcycle policemen drove up to the scene. 
5:20 p.m. - A third motorcycle policeman drove up to the scene. 
(For the next 5 minutes the union representatives 
and the police s e emed to be talking . ) The third 
motorcycle policeman to reach the scene took over 
the situation. He informed the pickets who were 
walking slowly in front of the car that if they did 
not move, they would be pushed to the ground and 
arrested, The pickets directly involved were L. 
Natonski, S. Koleff, K. Hanes, L. Natonski resisted 
che police more than the others. 
5:25 p.m. - Th e police pu shed the pickets out of the way and the 
ca r pas sed through the gate. Immediately after the 
car pa ssed throu gh the gnt:e, L. Natonski entered his 
own car and apparently gave cha s e . (Picture s were 
taken of this incident by L. Scott and M. Towne.) 
5:30 p.m. -
5:45 p.m. -
September 3, 1966 12:00 N 
12:15 p.m. 
K. Reed was call ed by L. Rautiola. He was informed 
that no more shipments would be made over the holiday 
weekend. K. Reed indicated that the police should 
be ctllled if further trouble materialized. Also, 
he indicated that next week the Company should seek 
an injunction to stop the union from blocking the 
gate. 
L. Rautiola, R. Watt, and M~ Towne drove to Hobart 
Construction in Hobart, Indiana to meet C.H. Fox, 
and G. Lindstrom with the load of brass. 
Cars driven by J. Rausch, J. Nash, and R. Morgan 
were stopped at the gate by pickets • • Theoe autos 
were not allowed to pnos through the gate. The 
pickets involved were W. Tabazynsk i, D, Krcmaric, 
G. Eidem, M. Ben gala and B. Francisco. J. Rau s ch 
and J. Nash were threa t ened - ith phy s ical violence 
by w. · Taba s cynski . G. Eidam scratched J. Nash's 
auto with a me t a l picke t sign as J. Na sh drove 
through the picket line. L. Rautiola and E. Korpella 
had a discussion at the scene. L. Rautiola explained 
that he didn't want anyone hurt. E. Korpella stated 
the followi.ng: 
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1. The pickets began stopp~ng cars only after he 
had gotten th~re. 
2. The pickets were angered by the station war,on 
incident of yesterday. 
3. Thr r: 1-rl ' i.! would never have occurred had the 
; not stated that the 8-18-66 offer was 
·- ~ final position and not refused to meet on 
8-24-66. 
4. The members, wanted to strike because they were 
not satisfied with the Company's final offer. 
5. The union leadership could not hold them. 
When Rautiola explained that the Company did not 
ship production work out yesterday to a subcon-
tractor, E. Korpella was somewhat apologetic. 
Apparently K. Hanes thought the Company was shipping 
out work that it would have done had there been no 
strike. L. Rautiola and E. Korpella ngreed that 
cars would be allowed to pass throught the gate if 
I 
they would come to a hnlt at the gate before pro-
ceeding. 
A notice concerning this agreement was posted on 
the bulletin board. (See Announcement Se ction.) 
(Pictures of this incident were taken by S. Nisevich. 
12:35 p.m. - R. Fajman and S. Planeto came to the plant gate. 
2:30 p.m. - M. Towne approached the gate from Kennedy Avenue 
and when stopped he began to take pictures of the 
pickets. E. Korpella tried to block the camera 
and R. Fajman tried to open the car door. A Kosey 
placed himself on the ground in front of M, -Towne's 
vehicle. After a few minutes, Towne was allowed to 
pass through the gate. 
3:45 p.m. - L. Scott informed the employees scheduled to report 
at 4:00 p.m. of the union's new harassment tactics. 
Pickets visible: R. Fajman, R. Fajman's w{fe, 
D. Gaddy, G. Eidam, D. Krcmaric. 
"'. -
_September 4, 1966 2:00 p.m. - L. Scott .called the plant. · R. Nierzwick answered 
and indicated that picketing had been light all 
day and no harassment had taken place at the gate. 
Sep t ember 5, 1966 
(early a.m.) 
12:00 N 
2: 00 p.m. -
4:00 p.m. -
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. 
It was discovered that the s t a tion wogon which had . 
been parked facing the nor~h fence had been pe lted 
by rocks during ~he night. The window of the r ight 
front door had been shattered. A 3 inch rock was 
found inside the car. Several dents also were 
found on the right side of the vehicle. The pickets 
· on duty when the car was damaged w_ere: Bocek and 
Shaffer, Dupczak and .st:JJ., .,_. 
L. C. Scott came to the plant. He informed C.H. 
Fox of the damage done to the station wagon. C.H. 
Fox ordered the station wagon moved from the scene 
of the crime tp a safer place. 
L. Rautiola came to the plant. When he learned of 
the damage done to the station wagon he engaged in 
a heated argument with R. Fajman and D. Gaddy. 
Pickets blocked cars of supervisors trying to leave 
the plant. L. Natonski was involved in this incident. 
When L. Rautiola threatened to call the police the 
pickets stopped blocking the gate. Pickets visible: 
R. Fajman, D. Gaddy, Gaddy's children, S. Consentino, 
E. Sekula. 
September 6, 1966 8 - 4p-"""- Pickets visible: Sokol, Kralj, Fajman, Korpella, 
Perz and dog, Crook, Komacko, Olzanski. 
10:00 a.m. - Local management called K. Earl. He was brought up-
to-date on happenings at the plant. He indicated 
that the latest ass=n.s.Jf the IUD's program 
indicated that the~ issues in the strike 
were the following: 
l. Union shop. 
2. 36¢ wage increase over two years. 
3. Escalator arrangements •. 
4. If IUD was successful in getting these, it probably 
would put off the Vacation Plan, P & I Ext~nsion 
test until next year. 
11:00 a.m. - East Chicago Police pulled up to gate. Officer 
driving the car talked to the pickets for about 
45 minutes. 
3:20 p.m. - L. Scott reported smash~ng Qi station "[agon window 
on September 5, 1966 to East Chicago Police. 
3:25 p.m. - An Officer in a patrol wagon came to the plant. L. 
Scott gave him the details of the attack on the 
station wagon. As he drove into the lot V. Vranic 
said something to him. He indicated that he "would 
4:00 p.m. -
4:25 - 4:55 
5:30 p.m. -
6:45 p .m. -
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throw her i n if she didn't .shut-up". On his way 
out of the plant, he a gain.heard from V. Vranic. 
He left his patrol wagon and lec t ured her for a 
few minutes. Then he drove on. Pickets visible: 
Hoeckelberg, Crook , Vranic, ·Zisoff, Kralj, Eidam, 
Olszanski. 
Copy of first Linde Di vision Strike Report arrived 
at plant (Attachment I). 
Pickets blocked the gate to L. Rautiola, E. Zivat, 
and E. Biasing. The pickets involved were: 
Hoeckelberg, Zisoff, Kralj, Olszanski, Crook, 
Conrad, Evyan, Roland, and Zdzinicki. 
Pickets made each car wait at the gate for about 
30 minutes. 
C.H. Fox called the East Chicago Police due to the 
harassment tactics by the . pickets. 
7:30 p.m. - C.H. Fox was allowed to pass through the gate. No 
police h4d yet arrived on the seen~. 
7:00 p.m. - 0. Harville drove up to the gate. L. Zdzinicki and 
D. Zisoff asked her if she had been cutting stones. 
O. Harville left her car and walked up to the pickets. 
C.H. Fox came to the scene and escorted 0. Ha r ville 
back to her auto. 
Septembe r 7, 1966 9:30 a .m. - C.H. Fox and L. Rautiola met with Captain Stachon 
and Sgt. Bi?nchi of the East Chicago Police in order 
to discuss matters of mutual concern spawned by the 
strike. Captain Sta chon indicated that L. Rautiola , 
C. H. Fox should meet with K. Hanes in order to 
work ou t some ground rules on picketing. (This 
meeting never took place.) 
1:00 p.m. - R. Rybarczyk indicated to L. Scott that his car ha'd 
been scratched as he left the plant on September 6, 
,1966 . 
2:10 p.m. - Pickets stopped a yellow car at the gates. Occupants 
of car unknown. 
3:55 p.m. -
4:30 p .m. -
6:30 p.m. 
~ 
Pickets refused to allo~ a postman with'a special 
delivery airmail package through the gate. 
Pickets allowed the supervisors to pass through the 
gate without delay. 
.. . 
I < 
' - · 
fl ,ll- . V ·. 
i I 
i 
f. 1, 
- Ti-,. 
\;! --
--------- . -- ---·----- -----
/2 . ' 
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September 8, 1966 4 : 00 p.m. - Shift Schedule for pe riod 9-12 to 9-18 was posted. 
(Attachment J). 
4:30 p.m. - Announcement #3 was posted - (See Announcement 
Section.) 
September 9, 1966 11:00 a.m. - A station wagon driven by one of the4~ glass 
suppliers drove through the shipping and receiving 
gate. When he tried to leave, pickets blocked his 
pa t h. E. Korpella alleges that the driver of the 
station wagon pumped T. Hill as he was leaving the 
plant premises. C.H. Fox told·E. Korpella that 
he would look into the matter. 
Incident 9:15 p.m. 9-9-66 -
8:30 a.m. 9-10-66 
I 
I 
9:15 p.m. - W. Sesny drove up to the gate. He was stopped by 
the pickets for about ten minutes. The pickets 
involved were: W. Anderson, P. Roland, W. Dupczak, 
Straube and Bandura. Beer cans were strewn about 
the gate area. W. Dupczak appeared to be highly 
intoxicated. The other pickets appeared to be 
intoxicated also. 
10:45 p.m. - When W. Sesny tried to leave the plant, he was 
stopped at the gate for a short time. As he was 
waiting at the gate, W. Anderson stated the following: 
"Mr. Sesny, give Wally Dupczak a reprimand. He is 
~~8 my girl. w. · Dupczak was in the process of 
4Jp'lio~ ...... ~w. Anderson's car when this rema rk was made. 
(lnfonnation supplied by W, Sesny on 9-10-66). 
11:00 p.m. - W. Dupczak called the plant. Gelon answered. 
11: 30 p.m. -
11:30 p.m. -
(approx.) 
12:00 M 
Dupczak asked why the gate was open . 
E. Biasing drove up to the gate. Bandura and0 
Dupczak were milling around. Bandura talked to 
E. Bissing and Dupczak placed himself in front of 
the car. After awhile Biasing drove through the 
gate. 
Broderick and Nie r zwick came to the plan t , Nierzwick 
said that as he drove ip he ~saw Dupcza~ with a knife. 
The 4-12 and 2-12 shift employees began to leave 
the plant. The employees on these shifts were the 
following: Gelon, Alb, Andrews, Youmans, Rose. 
C-
0 
... '•, 
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The other employee s in the .plant were E. Gurnic 
(4-4), Broderick (12-8), Nlerzwick (12-8), 
Ceperich (12- R) . · Ni erzwick noticed Hissing's 
fl a t and tol d him about i t . Bi asing came to 
the park i ng l ot and not i ced - several other eopl e 
changi ng tire s . The follow ing damage was done : 
E. Gurnic - fl a t tire - valve core missing 
car parked close to turnstyle 
J . Alb - fl a t tire - no slashes 
R. Rose - flat tire - ~s~s~s 
R. Youmans- fl a t tire - #& whitewall -
apparently slash did not cause f l at. 
E . Bi asing- 2 fl a t tires caused by knife slashes. 
12:15 a.m. - B. Gelon drove up to the gate. Bandura and Dupczak 
held him up for about 5 minutes. Dupczak looked 
intoxica ted. 
12:20 a.m. - Alb and Andrews drove up to the gate. Alb said 
Andrews noticed a knife in W. Dupczak's hand. 
Dupczak stated the following to Andrews: Who is 
that guy (Alb)? Andrews said he is Jim Alb. He 
hired in here a few weeks ago. Dupczak: Are you 
making Alum? Andrews: I work in silicon monoxide. 
Are you making silicon monoxide? Andrews: Always. 
Dupczak: I'm going to let you go, but I'm going 
to stop the guy behind you (Youmans). 
12:20 a,.m. 
1:50 a.m. -
2:00 a.m. -
7 :OO a .m. -
R. Youmans was held up by Dupczak for some· tiD1e. 
He was abusive and intoxicated. He told Youmans 
to roll down his window or he would be there until 
dawn. He also said he better not pull off----
on him as he did on Zisoff. 
E. Korpella came to scene. 'He appeared to be 
chewing W. Dupczak out. 
W. Dupczak and Stiller were seen walking down the 
shipping road. 
Biasing learned thatAflat tires were caused by 
cuts. -He called police. Youmans came back t o 
work. Both Youmans and Biasing r eported the 
damage to their cars t~ th~~police . 
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September 10, 1966 2:30 p.m. - A meeting involving C. H.Jox, L. C. Scott and 
H.K. Towne was held, At this meeting it was 
decided that (1) night shift workers should 
park on the south side of the lot and that (2) 
two supervisors should patrol the parking lot 
at shift change time, 
September 11, 1966 
L. C. Scot t recomme*d thnt W. Dupczak be ' 
terminated becaus e ~~ ntoxication on the 
picket l i ne , wa s abusive to supervision, blocka., 
cars trying to leave the plant, wielded a knife, 
and probably was the culprit who slashed tires 
on E. Biasing' and R. Youmans' cars, C.H. Fox 
indicated that he would call the union and in-
form them of the incident and warn them that 
Company will take action if picket line inc i -
dents do not s t op, (See Report of tire slashing 
incident prepared by E, Biasing L_Attachment 'f:_/), 
3:00 p.m. - Plant received another Union Carbide Corporation 
strike bulletin (Attachment K). 
4:00 p.m. - c., H. Fox called E, Korpella and informed him of 
the tire slashing incident. E. Korpella expressed 
his disapproval of such misconduct. 
- No incidents. 
September 12, 1966 10:00 a.m.- C.H. Fox called K. Earl and brought him up-to-date 
on recent happenings at the plant, K. Earl indi-
cated the following: 
I 
I 
1. D. Gaddy, R. Fajman and K. Hanes were present 
at the Marietta negot i ating meeting of 9-9-66. 
2. At this meeting the union asked the Company , 
to continue the hospitalization p l an past th~ 
10-1 - 66 deadline. The Company refused. 
3. Whiting GD:"' il •► Union asked for a 50¢/hr. 
across the board wage increase. 
4. Whiting local management expects to have 
final proposal on table- by the 28! h of Sept . 
5. Negotiat i on meetings set for 13th, 14th, and 
15th at Speedway Plant will take place at the 
Holiday Inn in I~dianapolis. 
r . 
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4:00 p.m. - Pickets allowed D. Winchell to pass through gate 
without harassment. 
4:40 p.m. -
7:00 p.m. 
Car containi ng E. Ladewski and L. Scott drove up 
to ga te . At about 4:50 1. · scott got out of car. 
He walked ove r to the union's house trailer. 
Scott to R. Fajman and E. Korpella: How long 
do we have to wait today? Ed and I have an im-
portant engagement . We would like to leave. 
Fajman: I don't know. Korpella: They are 
picketing. I'm not. Go ask them how long. 
Scot t to pick,e ts: How long do we have to wait 
today? Krick: Ti ll we get tired. At about 
5:00 p.m. E. Ladewski and L. · Scott backed away 
from the gate. L. Scott went into building to 
see C.H. Fox. C.H. Fox came out with L. Scott. 
Both ca rs drove up to gate again. The time was 
approximately 5:05 p.m. C.H. Fox at about 5:15 p.m. 
got out of his car. He went over to see R. Fajman 
and E. Korpella who were stand{ng next to the gate. 
Fox to Fajman and Korpella: If this harassment 
continues, the Company will have no choice but to 
stop insurance payments for the strikers. The 
Company doesn't mind a short wait at the gate, 
but this harassment is ridiculous. E. Korpella 
and R. Fajman to Fox: We will talk to Vera Vranic. 
At about 5:20 C.H. Fox was allowed to go through 
the gate. At this time a number of cars were 
backed up at the gate. By 5:40 p .m. cars containing 
the following employees were lined up in the parking 
lot: E. Ladewski, L. Scott (one car), L. Wenzel(orie 
car), H. Delnicki (one car), J. Burdick (one car), 
G. Baker (one car), J. Franknecht (one car), F. 
McGuire (one car), R. Morgan and J. Lourik (one car), 
G. Lindstrom (one car), R. Longawa (one car), E. 
McDonald (one car), O. Harville (one car), J. 
Lundstrom· (one car), R. Rybarczyk (one car), and 
J. Rausch and J. Nash (one car). The pickets on 
the scene were the following: P. Krick, J. ~oerqer, 
L. Longawa, M. Crook, s. Conrad, V. Vranic and W. 
Anderson. At about 5:40 p.m. L. Scott called the 
East Chicago Police. Two Officers in a squad car 
arrived on the scene at about 5:45. One of the 
Officers asked who the complainimt was. L. Scott 
walked over to the ~~lice and said that he was. 
Officer to Scott: Wha~•s ~he trouble1 Scott: 
The pickets have been holding ~sup for over an 
hour. Officer: What are they doing? Scott: 
They won't open their ranks wide enough to let 
a car pass. At this point the second officer 
told the drivers of the cars to begin to edge 
through the gate. V. Vranic then said to the 
Officers: You are taking sides. Officers to 
Vranic: We are not taking sides, we do not want 
. __, 
···, 
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. to get involved. As E. Lpdewski and L. Scott 
began to edge o~t of the parking lot, P. Krick 
picked up a large metal covered furnace brick. 
As this car continued to edge into the pickets, 
P. Krick dropped the brick ' onto the hood on 
three occasions. She also hit the hood with a 
picket sign. L. Longawa on three occasions 
scratched the hood of E. Ladewski 1 s car with a 
key. The attack on E. Ladewski's ca r by P. 
Krick and L. Longawa left dents and scratches 
in the hood of this car. L. Scott took pictures 
of the damage, at about 7 :00 p .m. As H. Delnicki 
was edging through the pickets · (M. Croo , V. 
Vranic and S. Conrad), M. Crook picked up a large 
piece of concrete and threatened to throw it 
through the windshield of H. Delnicki's auto. 
After about twenty minutes of edging the autos 
driven by E. Ladewski and H. Delnicki got out of 
the parking lot. After E. Ladewski passed through 
the pickets (L. Longawo, J. Koerner, P. Krick) 
they reformed in front of L. Wenzells auto. As 
he edged through the pick~ts, his bug deflector 
was damaged and his hood dented with a picket 
sign. L. Longawa did the denting. After H • 
Delnicki passed through the pickeis, J. Burdick 
and G. Baker quickly drove out of the lot before 
the pickets (M. Crook, S. Conrad and V. Vranic) 
could regroup. After J. Burdick and G. Baker 
drove out into the street, J. Franknecht started to 
edge through the pickets·(M. Crook , S. Conrad and 
V. Vranic), M. Crook damaged the hood of her auto 
with a picket sign and was extremely abusive toward 
Miss Franknecht. At one point' in the melee, one 
of the Police Officers tried to hip M. Crook and 
S. Conrad out of the way. When he found he could 
do no good he stopped and moved out of the way. 
After som~ time J. Frankne'cht edged her way through 
the pickets. As 7:00 p.m. approached, the autos 
in line had less ~nd less difficulty gettin~ out~ 
At 7:00 p.m. the last auto which contained J. Rausch 
and J. Nash passed through the gate. Sometime be-
tween 6:20 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. P. Krick was taken' 
to a hospital by the Police Office at the scene. 
At about 6:40 p.m. V. Vranic complained to the 
police that they weie taking sides. Policeman 
threw up his hands and . left- the scene. They re-
turned again at 7:00 p.m. and aid nothing. The 
union leadership could not or would not control 
the pickets. At one point in the melee M. Crook 
and V. Vranic got into a violent argument. At 
about 6:45 p.m. Fajman and Korpella came to the 
scene. They provided some stabilizing influence. 
However, at one point, E. Korpella threatened 
R. Longawa with physical harm. 
I 
.►-
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8:15 p.m. - A large crowd of pickets yere seen milling around 
the gate by W. ~esny. The 8-8 shift passed through 
the gate without incident. 
8:30 p.m. - L. C. Scott called C.H. Fox, but was unable to 
reach him. 
9:30 p.m. - C.H. Fox called L. C. Scott who related to him 
the details of the incident described above. 
September 13, 1966 8:30 a.m. - A meeting invplving L. C. Scott, E. J. Ladewski, 
J . N. Burdick and C.H. Fox was held inc. H. Fox's 
office. J. Burdick recommended that the Company 
stop paying the strikers insurance payments. 
L. C. Scott recommended that the Company seek ID 
injunctive rel i ef to stop the mass picketing and 
that the Company fire the following employees for 
picket line misconduct: L. Longawa, P. Kr ick, 
G. Eidam, W. Dupczak and Mary Crook. E. Ladewski 
indicated in the strongest of terms that he did 
not want L. Longawa reinstated after the strike. 
9:30 a.m. - C.H. Fox called H. Abrahamson of the law firm of 
Crumpacker & Abrahamson and gave him the details 
of the 9-12-66 picket line incident. Mr. Abrahamson 
reconunended that the Company seek an injunction to 
stop the picket line violence. 
10:00 a.m. - c. H. Fox called K. Earl ·.who was in Indianapolis 
negotiating the Speedway Plant contract. K. Earl 
provided no clear advice as to how to proceed in 
the matter. He suggested that the Company send 
the damage bills to the Union. Also, he suggested 
that the Company write a letter to the striking 
employees and the union le~dership. 
10:30 a.m. - C.H. Fox called L. Rautiola in New York. He was 
unable to reach him but he did get through ta 
R. Castor~ C.H. Fox brought R. Castor up-to-date 
on the happenings at the plant and asked him to have 
L. Rautiola call the plant when he could. 
1:30 p.m. - Pickets sitting in chairs at gate: A. Kosey , 
H. Grinun, B. Laws, 
-'l'" -
3:30 p.m. - · A meeting of all the employees •in the plant was 
called. Mr. Burdick made the following announce-
ments at the meeting: 
/ 
3:30 p.m. -
4:00 p.m. -
4:05 p.m. -
4:10 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. -
6:30 p.m. 
September 14, 1966 9:30 a.m. • 
3:30 p.m. 
/ 
12:00 Noon -
(approx.) 
5:30 'p.m. -
5 :45 p.m. -
6:05 · p.m. -
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l. The Company was going to seek an injunction 
to stop the union from' blocking the plant 
gates with pickets. 
2. The Company would immediately reimburse any 
employee for damages to his p~rsonal property 
resulting from the strike. 
C.H. Fox called Police Chief l~cykowski and asked 
that a squad car be dispatched to main gate area 
at about 5:00 p.m. so as to provide a settling 
influence on ,the pickets. Chief R~cykowski was 
,::;;:!;°E~¢tal. (At about 5:00 p.m. a police car 
A~by the gate.) 
R. Rose passed through the gate without incident. 
A salesman from Yale & Towne passed in and out of 
the gate wi'thout incident. 
All 8-6 employees passed through the gate without 
incident. The pickets held up each auto for about 
two minutes. Pickets on duty: H. Clark, M. Crook, 
S. Conrad, P. Krick and S. Hozdovich. 
C.H. Fox, L. C. Scott, Harold Abrahamson, and 
K. Reed went to court to secure a restraining 
order to stop the union's illegal picketing 
activities. 
The Lake Superior Court of Indiana issued the 
restraining order sought by the Company (Attach-
, men ts M and N). 
A deputy sheriff drove up to the gate. He left 
his car artd entered the union's trailer. 
V. Vranic drove up to the shipping gate. Sh~ 
parked . her car in front of it and then went into) 
the trailer. 
V. Vranic hurried from the trailer to her car. 
She pulled away from the gate and drove north 
on Kennedy Avenue. ' 
September 15, 1966 8 :15 p .m. - · Pickets in general area of gate: V. Vranic, 
M. ·Bengala and Dreas. 
. ~-
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8:20 a.m. - R. Rybarczyk drove throug~ gate. V. Vranic 
to R. Rybarczyk; "You Company man." 
2:30 p.m. - A meeting involving L C. Scott, C.H. Fox, 
J. N. Burdick, E. Ladewski~ M. K. Towne, 
L. Wenzel, R. Youmans, J. Rausch .and G. Lindstrom 
was held. It was announced that the injunction 
hearing had been postponed from 9-16-66 to 
9-27-66 on a request from the Union's attorney. 
During the meeting the various picket line in-
cidents and the involvement in these incidents 
of the indivipuals · at the meeting were discussed. 
C.H. Fox distributed to each person in the 
meeting a chronological listing of the picket 
line incidents (Attachment 0). 
3:00 p.m. • Shift schedule covering 9-19-66 through 9-25-66 
was posted. (Attachment P). 
3:30 p.m. - Announcement #9 was posted (See Announcement Section). 
September 16, 1966 8:00 a.m. - E. Ladewski and L. Scott drove through the main 
gate without incident. Pickets on the scene: 
M. Fizel, D. Shope, L. Perz and dog, and V. 
Vranic. Pickets moved out of the way of E,,J 
Ladewski's car as it moved into the parking lot. 
The pickets said nothing. 
9:00 a.m. - Meeting involving C.H. Fox, D. Broderick and 
L. Scott was held. D. Broderick indicated that 
he heard Dupczak's abusive language on 9-10-66 
and would testify to this in court. 
1:30 'p.m. - L. Scott and T. Hedges drove the Company station 
wagon which contained a load of furnace bricks 
into the shipping area. No incidents occurred 
as the station wagon pass~d through the shipping 
gate. 
September 17, 1966 8:00 a.m. - S. Cosentino and L. Swick indicated to G. Lindstrom 
and R. Rybarczyk that they wished the strike was 
over. They were ready to come back to work and 
they were angry at R. Fajman because he was working 
and they weren't. It appears that the union 
arranged jobs for the mal~ strikers. 
1:30 p.m. - •A blue 1966 Pontiac convertible was parked so 
as t6 block the shipping gate partially. 
September 18, 1966 
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- Hammond Times printed article on strike 
(Attachment Q). 
September 19, 1966 11:10 a.m.- Motor Express truck loaded •with aluminum sulfate 
drove up to shipping gate. T. Hill walked up 
to cab. Hill to Driver: You're going to honor 
our picket line aren't you? Driver to Hill: 
I don't know if I will. Hill to Driver: I 
can 't stop you from going through the gate. The 
driver drove through the gate, but stopped short 
of the shipping dock. The driver got out of the 
cab and walked up -to the dock. · He was uncertain 
as to whether he should make the delivery. He 
called his union hall. (Independent truckers). 
The uniootold him it had not been informed of · 
the st r ike . He then called his supervisor. 
After this phone conversation he spotted the 
truck , handled the p~perwork for the delivery, 
unhitched the trailer and drove out of the 
shipping gate. 
12:00 Noon - Mr. F. Kezer from the Bendix Company in Kansas 
City called. He asked for and was given the 
following information concerning the strike: 
contract deadline, size of work force, mediator 
involved, name of union president, issues, prob-
able length of strike, company spokesman, and 
company address. He said he had to give this 
information to the government. 
12:05 p.m. -
·1:00p.m. -
7 :00 p.m. -
8 :00 p.m. -
Driver from Industrial Disposal Company refused 
t<? pass through shipping gate after pickets talked 
to him. 
Salesman in white Chevrolet drove through the 
main gate~ 
D. Gaddy and K. Hanes were observed talking to 
pickets near the main gate. 
One of the strikers and G. Lindstrom met at G. 
Lindstrom's home. The striker indicated the 
following to G. Lindstrom: 
l. R. Fajman and several other strikers were fired 
from th.eir construction joba for tardiness. 
2. Strikers are worried that they will have to 
work when they get back, that some strikers will 
face disciplinary action as a result of picket 
line misconduct and that the plant will lose 
jobs as a result of the strike. 
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3. The uni6n is disturbed.about the fact that 
the plant is. being operated so successfully. 
4. The union was considering throwing stink 
bombs on the roof of the plant. putting tacks 
in the driveway, and sabotaging the hydrogen 
supply. 
5. Gaddy is worried about the possibility that 
the UCC Chemical Plant local will not strike 
on October 1, 1966. 
September 20, 1966 10:00 a.m. - L. Scott called the ARA and Gary Clean Towel 
Company and asked them to resume their services 
to the Crystal Products Plant. Representatives 
of these finns said they would comply with this 
request. Drivers from these firms would be sent 
to the plant on 9-21-66. 
11:00 a.m. - An ARA Supervisor serviced the vending machines. 
3:00 p.m. - K. Reed came to plant. He indicated that the 
Union had asked for a postponement of the hearing 
set for 9-27-66. A meeting involving the following 
was held: K. Reed, C.H. Fox, L. C. Scott, L. E 
Wenzel, G. A. Lindstrom, J. A. Rausch, E. J. 
Ladewski, H. Delnicki and J. Franknecht. At this 
meeting these individuals told K. Reed what picket 
line misconduct they could testify to. 
September 21, 1966 8:00 a.m. - L. Scott received letter which Whiting Plant manage-
ment sent to employees on September 15, 1966 
(Attachment R) 
1 :OO p.m. - T. Hedges drove station wa'gon which contained a load 
of brass and ~opper to a subcontractor for fabrica-
tion 
September 22, 1966 8:00 a.m. - It was learned that a good majority of the members 
of the Union at the Whiting Chemical Plant vo t ed 
"yes" in a strike vote. 
9:30 a.m. - Pickets at main ga te: _D. Shope and M. Fizel. 
1:30 p.m. - ARA driver failed to come through the gate to 
service the vending machines. E. Korpella and 
V. Vranic told him that if he would service the 
vending machines, they would boycott them when 
the strike was over. 
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2:00 p.m. - L. Scott listened to recorded phone message 
concerning Whiting Plant negotiation 
(Attachment S) 
3:30 p.m. - L. Scott learned from A. Bennett, A'RA Supervisor 
that in the future ARA supervisors would service 
the vending mac~ines. 
4:00 p.m. - Shift schedule covering period from 9-26-66 to 
10-2-66 was posted. (Attachment T) 
7:05 p.m. - D. Gaddy and son observed at main gate. 
September 23, 1966 8:00 a.m. - L. Scott received latest Linde Industrial Relations 
Department Strike Report (Attachment U) 
7:30 p.m. - L. Scott list~ned to recorded phone message con-
cerning Whiting Plant negotiations (Attachment V) 
September 24, 1966 3:30 p.m. - A police officer on a motorcycle was seen talking 
to S. Conrad, J. Koener, and P. Krick. 
4:00 p.m. - Announcement #5 posted. (See Announcement Section). 
September 25, 1966 - No incidents. 
September 26, 1966 8:30 a.m. - ' L. Scott listened to recorded phone message con-
cerning Whiting Plant negotiations (Attachment W) 
9:00 a.m. - L. Wenzel received letter from M. E. Thor con-
cerning obstruction of gate by pickets on 9-7-66. 
(Attachment X). A copy of this letter was sent 
to M. K. Reed. 
September 27, 1966 8:00 a.m. - Union proped up 8 1 x 5 1 sign adjacent to plant 
gate. It read as follows: This plant is being 
operated by scabs. Local 7-513 AFL-CIO. 
11:30 a.m. - Pickets at main gate: R. Fajman, R. Hoeckelberg,, 
B. Laws, H. Grinun, D. Conroy and G. Eidam. · 
3:00 p.m. - Meeting at Whiting Plant between L. Scott, C. Fox, 
R. Wolff, B. McGinnis, R. Kenner was held. Topics 
of discussion: Progress of Whiting negotiations 
and picketing incidents at Crystal Plant. R, 
Wolff gave L. Scott copies of the comp~ny-employee 
conmunications used during the ,Whitingnegotiation. 
(Attachment Y). 
4:00 p.m. - L. Scott gave C.H. Fox a report on the picket 
line misconduct of strikers (Attachment 2), 
,,. 
1, . .,/ 
' •• , 
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8:00 p.m. - About a dozen pickets congregated at the main 
gate. Union di~tributed strike fund checks to 
them. ($22.00 for 30 hrs. of picketing per week). 
September 28, 1966 4:30 p.m. - Mr. Giliano, a Gary Clean Towel Company salesman 
delivered a fresh supply of shop coats and hand 
towels to the plant. He had no difficulty entering 
or leaving the plant. 
2:00 p.m. - L. Scott asked t he NAM for information on employee· 
free speech, ,back-to-work movements, and discipline 
for picket line misconduct. (Attachment Al). 
3: 00 p.m. - Plant received another Linde Division IR Depa rtment 
strike report. (Attachment Bl) . 
September 29, 1966 4:00 p.m. - Schedule covering period between 10- 3- and 10-9 
was posted (Cl). 
September JO, 1966 8:00 a.m. - L. Scott submitted report on Plant Manpower 
Requirements to C.H. Fox (Attachment Dl). 
October 1, 1966 
October 3, 1966 
9:00 a.m. - L. Scott received U.S. Department of Labor Work 
Stoppage Report (Attachment El). 
4:30 p.m. - L. Scott listened to latest recorded telephone 
message on Whiting negotiation. (Attachment Fl). 
10:30 p.m. - A dark green Chevrolet station wagon with Illinois 
plates (RB3253 ) was parked so as to block partially . 
the main gate. 
12:01 a.m. - Whiting Plant was struck by Local 7-513. 
early a.m. - L. Hrash was observed tampering with phone and 
buzzer at main gate. 
3:00 p.m. - Shutdown at Whiting Plant was completed. 
8:00 a.m. -
9:00 a.m. -
L. Scott lis t ened to latest recorded telephone 
message on the Whiting . neg~tiations. {Attachment Pl) 
all ' . 
L. Scott called R. Wolff and received the following 
information on the strike at the W~iting Plant. 
October 4, 1966 
/ 
I 
1:15 p.m. -
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l. Final wage offer 7 to 12 
I 
(10¢) was cents 
2. Supervisors.were not held up by pickets. 
3. 50 to 70 pickets near the construction 
ga t e kept the turnout of construction 
workers down to 707.. 
4. 125 pickets were milling around the main 
gates. 
5. Whiting plant was not operating. 
' Walking pickets at main gate: · M. Bengala , 
R. Hoeckelberg , H. Gri!Jlll, and A. Kosey. 
They did not obstruct movem--e-n_t_i_n_t_o_and out of 
plant. 
1:30 p.m. - Production pe rformance graph was posted. 
(Attachment Hl). 
2:00 p.m. - L. Scott received a letter from Judge J. A. Field, 
Jr. concerning Alloy lockout (Attachment Il). 
9:00 a.m. - Pickets at main gate: M. Fizel, T. Hill, & 
V. Vranic. 
l: 15 p.m. - Plant received copy of Alloy "back-to-work" 
letter (Attachment Jl). 
3:00 p.m. - l. K. Earl called L. Scott about the picket line 
misconduct question. K. Earl indicated that 
New York Industrial Relations could not approve 
the discharge of the five strikers who engaged 
in picket line misconduct because the Chemicals 
Division does not want the disciplining of 
strike.rs at Crystal Products to become an issue 
in its Whiting negotiations. 
, 
2. The Linde Divisi9n does not want the disciplining 
of strikers at Crystal Products to become an issue 
in its Whiting Hydrogen Plant negotiations. 
3. The di s charge of these strikers at this time 
could create a cause for the Union. Also he 
indicated that in the s~rike settlement talks, 
the Company would inform the Union that the 
five strikers who engaged in serious picket 
line misconduct will not be reinstated. (Appar-
ently, the Corporation is afraid that the dis-
ciplining of these employees at this time ·would 
prolong the strike). 
October 5, 1966 
/ 
October 6, 1966 . 
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4:30 p.m. - Announcement 16 was posted (See Announcement 
Section). 
8:30 a.m. - Pickets of main gate: V. Vranic and J. Stiller. 
1:15 p.m. - G. Lindstrom informed L. Scott that a prankster 
had inserted an ad in the Hammond Times under 
G. Lindstrom's name. indicating that he had a 
dog that he wanted to use for breeding purposes. 
He said his wife was very annoyed at the many 
telephone calls she had recieved. 
4:00 p.m. - A three car ~cc i dent took place in front of the 
main gate. Apparently no pickets or picketers' 
cars were direc tly or indirectly involved i n the 
accident. 
5:30 p .m. - C. H. Fox informed L. Scott that pickets a t 
Whiting were keeping carbide construction em-
ployees fran using the "reserved gate" but we r e 
·not interferring with the non-UCC construction 
employees. C.H. Fox said that R. Wolff planned 
to use legal devices to put a stop to th i s har-
assment of UCC construction employees. R. Wolff 
had scheduled a meeting with representatives of 
the Crumpacker & Abrahamson law finn to discuss 
this matter. 
8:00 a.m. - E. Ladewski indicated to L. Scott that he had 
been the object of a "spite ad" prank. 
8:30 a.m. - C.H. Fox told L. Scott that he was going to have 
K. Reed take legal steps to have the Union change 
the location of the "scab" sign. In its current 
spot it is acting as an obstruction to the view 
of drivers passing in or out of the main gate. 
11:00 p.m. - K. Earl informed C.H. Fox that a meeting between 
E. Swisher and Mr. C. Brown of the Metals Division· 
took place yesterday. At this meeting E. Swisher 
gave Mr. Brown a list of demands and indicated that 
if they were met the strike would be stopped. 
1:00 p.m. - The plant gate was blocked by a car. Two repre-
sentatives of I BM had to wait about 10 minut~s 
at the gate before they co~ld enter. Mr. A. Grant, 
an IBM salesman, got out of his car and asked the 
driver of the auto blocking the gate if he was not 
allowing anyone to enter the plant. The man in 
the car answered him politely that he wasn't but 
made no attempt to move out of the way. Mr. Grant 
October 7, 1966 
! - · 
October 8, 1966 
October 9, 1966 
October 10, 1966 
··· , 
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stated that the car move~ out of his way when 
someone in the trailer came out and motioned 
the blocking car to move out of the way. An 
auto driven by R. Watt pulled up behind the 
car containing the IBM re~resentatives as the 
car blocking the gate was moved~ 
2:15 p.m. - A prankster had a cab sent to the plant. 
4:30 p.m. - C.H. Fox told L. Scott that Whiting Chemicals 
obtained a restraining order to put a stop to 
the illegal ,activities of the Whiting Plant 
pickets. 
6:00 p.m. - C.H. Fox phoned E. Korpella about the location 
of the "scab sign". 
9:00 p.m. - E. Korpella moved the "scab sign". 
8:00 a.m. - Pickets at main gate: B. Laws, E. Janich and 
8:30 a.m. - L. Scott warned the Chicago Tribune and the 
Hammond Times in a letter to be on the lookout 
for the "spite ad" pranksters who were trying to 
harass the employees who were operating the plant 
during the strike. 
10:30 a.m. - Work Schedule covering period from 10-10-66 to 
10-16~66 was posted. (Attachment Ll) 
4:30 p.m. - L. Scott received the latest Linde Industrial 
Relations Department Strike Report. (Attachment 
Ml). 
10:45 p.m. - A blue Dodge (45-A-5905) was parked in the drive-
way. It was parked in the main entrance for abqut' 
1 hour with its hood up. The pickets on duty were 
G. Eidam, Dreas, and Herrington. Pictures of the 
car were taken. 
- No incidents 
' 
3:00 p.m. - C.H. Fox informed L. Scott that K. Earl called 
him and told him that the corporation had no 
intention of softening its position with respect 
to the IUD challenge. K. Earl also told him that 
he planned to visit out plant next week. 
October 11, 1966 
October 12, 1966 
October 13, 1966 
l-
October 14, 1966 
October 15, 1966 
October 16, 1966 
··· :- .. 
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8:00 a.m. - Pickets at main gate: B~ Kralj and L. Swick. 
2:00 p.m. - C.H. Fox informed by L. Scott that a serious 
morale porblem was peginning to become apparent 
in the plant. 
2:00 p.m. - L. Scott received the following items from the 
Linde Industrial Relations Department. 
1. Completed Work Stoppage Report (Attachment Nl) 
' 2. Letters which were sent to· the Whiting and 
Speedway strikers (Attachment 01 and Pl). 
3. Special Strike Bulletin (Attachment Ql) 
5:00 p.m. - P. Krick and J. Koerner walked in front of each 
car that passed out of the plant gate. 
1:30 p.m. - J. Provance informed L. Scott that V. Vranic and 
other pickets directed abusive language toward 
him as he left the plant on 10-12-66. 
2:30 p.m. - R. Wolff informed L. Scott that pickets at 
Whiting plant were harassing vendors and sales-
men. He stated that he might take the matter 
to court again. Also, he indicated that the 
Whiting plant was being operated by supervisory 
personnel. 
3:00 p.m. - Schedule for period 10-16-66 to 10-23-66 was 
posted (Attachment R-1). 
late p.m. - Two spotlights on roof of' plant smashed by 
shots from 22 caliber rifle or pellet gun. 
- No incidents 
- No incidents 
8:00 a.m. - Pickets from our plan; we~e seen col!ecting 
money for strike at Sinclair Refinery. 
October 17, 1966 
October 18, 1966 
October 19, 1966 
October 20, 1966 
October 21, 1966 
October 22, 1966 
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9:00 a.m. - Pickets at main gate~ B. Kralj, L. Swick, 
and W. Anderson. 
11:30 a.m. - Truck from Iliiana Supply stopped at main 
gate by W. Anderson. L. Scott walked packages 
into plant. L. Scott asked W. Anderson to 
move chair containing picket sign away from 
receiving gate. He complied with this request. 
4:30 p.m. - Announcement #7 was posted. (See Announcement 
Section). 
8:00 a.m. - Pickets at IMin gate: G. Eidam and H. Grimm 
9:30 a .m. - A. Bozle in f ormed L. Scott that representa tives 
from OCAW Local 7-513 complained to the Whiting 
City Council that the fact that supervisors are 
running the Whiting Plant constitutes a community 
safety hazard. 
No incidents 
late p.m. - Rear window in M. K. Towne's auto was smashed. 
It appeared that it was shot out. 
10:00 a.m. - A letter was sent to each employee (Attachment 
S-1). 
4:00 p.m. - Work schedule covering period from 10-24-66 to 
10-31-66 was posted. (Attachment T-1). 
early a.m. - A window in the drafting room was damaged by 
shots from a pellet gun.· 
9:00 a.m. - Fox complained about shooting damage to R. _ Fajm,an' 
and E. Korpella. 
12:00 noon - T. Hedges saw man with pellet gun at main gate. 
October 23, 1966 ~o incidents 
October 24, 1966 
~. 
8:00 a.m . - Pickets at main gate distributed handbills to 
company representatives as they passed through 
gate. (Attachment U-1). 
October 24, 1966 
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late p.m. - R. Longawa received a prank phone call from 
one of the female strikers. 
1:00 p.m. - Company received latest Linde IR Department 
strike bulletin (Attachment V-1). 
late p.m. - R. Rose received two prank phone calls from 
female strikers. 
10:00 a.m. - FMCS Commis~ioner E. Stewart informed Company 
that the Union wished to hold' a meeting. 
1:00 p.m. - Company received a letter from R. Fajman 1 s 
wife (Attachment W-1). 
11:00 a.m. - Company and Unio·n held a meeting at the Federal 
Building in Chicago. (See Minutes Section). 
10:00 a.m. - Announcement #8 was posted. (See Announcement 
Section). 
11:00 a.m. - Work Schedule covering period from 10-31-66 to 
11-6-66 was posted. (Attachment X-~. 
No incidents 
- No incidents 
8:00 a.m. - Roofing nails were found in the main gate and 
' shipping gate driveways. 
9:00 a.m. - Announcement #9 was posted. (See Announcement 
Section). 
late p.m. - W. Sesny and G. King got flat tires from the 
nails which had been placed in the main _gate 
driveway. 
4:00 p.m. - L. 'Scott and C. H. Fox found more nails in the 
main gate driveway. 
/ 
November 3, 1966 
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5:00 p.m. - R. Longawa discovered t hree flat tires on the 
Company stati?n wagon. 
6:00 p.m. - J. Thompson and R. Nierzwick got flat tires 
from nails which had been placed in the main 
gate driveway. 
1:00 p.m. - L. Natonski tried to prevent a Goodyear Service 
truck from going through the main gate. The 
driver reported that Natonski told him that he 
couldn't come into the plant. The driver paid 
no attentio'n to Natonski I s threat. 
7:00 p.m. - L. Scott found more nails in the maingate 
driveway. 
7:00 a.m. - The Linde Hydrogen Plant in Whiting was struck. 
10:00 a.m. - L. Scott received the latest Linde Industrial 
Relations Department strike reports. (Attachments 
Xl and Yl). 
- No incidents. 
- No incidents. 
No incidents. 
- No incidents. 
- No incidents. 
- L. Scott received latest Linde IR Department 
strike bulletin (Attachment Zl). 
- Work schedule cov~ring period from 11-14-66 to 
11-20-66 was posted (Attachment A2) ~ 
- No incidents. 
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November 13, 1966 - No incidents. 
November 14, 1966 . 8:00 a.m. - Two new draftsmen passed _ through the gate 
without incident. 
November 15, 1966 
November 16, 1966 
November 17, 1966 
November 18, 1966 
2:00 p.m. - L. Scott received latest Linde IR Department 
strike report (Attachment B2). 
2:30 p.m. - Mr. Ted Ross, a salesman from Voss, Inc. was 
stopped by W. Anderson at the main gate. · This 
salesman indicated that W. Anderson approached 
his car with a tire iron and
0
tried to open ·hie 
door. When Anderson saw the revolver on the 
seat of the car he retreated. Later W. Ander-
son called L. Rautiola and claimed that Mr. 
Rose pulled a gun on him. 
1:00 p.m. - It was discovered that the spotlights on the 
roof had been damaged. The wires which con-
nected them to the power source were broken. 
It appears that this damage was done between 
9:00 p.rn. and 10:00 p.m. on November 14, 1966. 
E. Ladewski found a large wrench at the scene 
of the crime. 
8:00 a.m. - Pickets on duty at main gate: S. Cosentino 
and B. Francisco. 
8:00 a.m. - Pickets on duty at main gate: G. Eidam and 
H. Grimm. 
9:00 a.m. - L. Scot~ received a copy. of the Chemical Plant's 
latest letter to its employees. (Attachment B-3). 
1:00 p.m. - A truck from the Marco Supply Company tried to , 
go through the main gate. D. Gaddy stopped the 
truck and talked to the driver for a few minutes. 
The driver then backed out of the driveway and 
drove away. 
2:00 p.m. - V. Rusin replaced the small propane fuel cylinder 
on the union's tra i ler with a large -one. 
~ 
8:00 a.m. Picket at main gate: E. Janich. 
/ 
November 18, 1966 
November 19, 1966 
November 20, 1966 
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9:00 a.m. 
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Work Schedule covering period from 11-21-66 
to 11-27-66 was posted.' (Attachment B-4). 
4:00 p.m. - As a result of a prank, a large delivery of 
crushed gravel was sent to ·the Crystal Plant. 
It was not accepted. 
- No incidents. 
No incidents. 
7:55 a.m. - A. Dirkintis arrived· at the main gate. He 
was barred from entering the plant premises 
by a mass of pickets. A picket whose identity 
if unknown told him that he wasn't going any-
place. He told the picket that he was an 
"overhead" man and wasn't taking anyone's job. 
M. Grimner called him a scab and strikebreaker. 
The witnesses to this incident were G. King, 
, ......., 0. Harville, L. Wenzel and M. Towne. 
/ 
~:00 a.m. - D. Gaddy and an unknown companion arrived on 
the scene. 
8:00 a.m. - Pickets at the main gate: J. Koerner, L. Paper, 
W. Tabaczynski, B. Francisco, L. Natonski, L. 
Terry, W. Anderson, R. Vaughn, J. Stiller, J. 
Straube, G. Hega, M. Grimmer, L. Rector, N. 
Korte, B. Jent, B. Olenik, J. Evyan, C. Bearley, 
S. Planeto, G. Eidam, A. Kosey, H. Clark, V. 
Rusin, J. Shaffer, B. Hulpa, P. Krick and D. 
Gaddy. 
8:03 a.m. - J. Nash and R. Traas drove up to the main gate. 
They were driving north on Kennedy Avenue befo~e 
they made the turn. A mob of people got iri front 
of the car. J. Nash stopped the car. · A few 
people began to yell "scabs" and"you 1 re not coming 
in here." One picket who had an iron pipe stood , 
in front of the car. This picket's description 
matches that of H~ Clark. Other employees who 
were directly in front of the car were L. Natonski, 
and M. Grimmer. V. Rusin Callie to the side of the 
car. He said, "you're not getting in here with 
that scab." His tone was not particularly bellig-
erent. Since the car was blocking traffic, it was 
backed out of the main gate. Pickets began yelling 
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' at the cars that were s~opped in Kennedy Avenue. 
They were trying to get these cars to allow J. 
Nash to back into traffic. J. Nash's car pulled 
into traffic and drove to a nearby service sta-
tion. 
8:05 a.m. - A. Dirkintis went to the East Chicago Police 
Department for assistance. The of ficer to whom 
he spoke told him that he couldn't do anything 
for him. 
8:15 a.m. - R. Traas ca~led C.H. Fox from the service sta• 
tion. C. Fox told R. Traas to wait until he 
conunun i cated with the attorney. 
9:15 a.m. - J. Nash called C. Fox again. c. Fox told J. 
Nash to try to come through the gate again. 
9:30 a.m. - J. Nash and R. Traas drove up to the main gate 
again. They were driving south on Kennedy 
before they turned into the gate. They drove 
into the main gate area so as not to constitute 
a hinderance to traffic on Kennedy Avenue. The 
pickets who stood in front of the car were: 
A. Kosey, B. Francisco, W. Anderson and L. Natonski. 
It appeared that W. Anderson was carrying a stick 
or a pipe. As J . Nash's car drove up, J. ~traube 
picked up a l ength of pipe and started to wa lk 
towards the car. He stopped abou t 15 fee t from 
the car. M. Gr immer and V. Rusin approached the 
car. They said "you're not getting in with that · 
guy. He was hired after the strike started." 
J. Nash stated the following to M. Grimmer and 
V. Rusin: "He was in the process of being hired 
befor e the strike started." M. Grinnner and V. 
Rusin replied "I don't give a damn, he still isn't 
.coming in." J. Nash then asked them whethe r they 
would let him in if R. Traas was not with him •. 
M. Grimmer and V. Rusin said yes. 
10:50 w.m. - J. Nash drove into the main gate. area for the 
third time. He was alone. He stopped the car 
and G. Hega was about to step in front of the 
car when L. Natonski told her to move away, 
· She obeyed this order. M. Grimmer opened the 
side door of the car _ and ~ sked if R~ Traas was 
in the trunk. J. Nash s a id no and then drove 
into the parking lot. 
.,. 
) 
r 
November 22, 1966 
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l:00 p.m. - L. Scott and C. Fox met wi.th Attorney K. Reed 
to discuss the incidents which occurred in the 
mornin g . It was decided th11t K. Reed should 
notify t he union's Attorney th11t if t h is mAss 
picketing continued , the comp11ny would s eek 
enforcement of t he injunction i n the court s. 
2:00 p.m. - J. Cyganowicz drove up to the main gate. He 
was stopped and told by A. Kosey that he better 
not come back tomorrow. 
9:15 a.m. - K. Reed called C. Fox and told him that D. 
Gaddy wanted some assurance tha t the employees 
who were hired after the start of the strike 
were not replacements for bargaining unit workers. 
C. Fox told K. Reed that the Company would not 
even discuss the matter with D. Gaddy. 
1:00 p.m. - Company received an unfair labor practice charge 
which was filed by Local 7-513 (Attachment B-5). 
2:00 p.m. - C.H. Fox received sooie material from K. Earl 
concerning strike coamunications • . (Attachment 
B-6). 
November 23, 1966 No incidents. 
November 24, 1966 
November 25, 1966 
November 26, 1966 
November 27, 1966 
November 28, 1966 
November 29, 1966 
- No incidents. 
- Work schedule covering period from 11-28-66 to 
12-4-66 was posted (Attachment B-7). 
- No incidents. 
- No incidents. 
4:00 p.m. A letter was sent to each employee. 
(Attachment B-8). · 
~- . 
· Announcement #10 . va~s posted,_. (See Announcement 
Section.) 
. "" 
r 
~' 
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November 30, 1966 12:00 M H. Baker and E. Gurnic were stopped at th e 
gate by L. Paper and F. Bilka. These pickets 
thought that Gurnic and Baker were attempting 
to remove finished goods from the ' plant. When 
they learned that the large boxes in Baker's 
auto and Gurnic's auto contained blankets and 
not product, they allowed these supervisors to 
proceed without hindrance. 
December l , 1966 
December 2, 1966 
C.H. Fox received a copy of a letter from 
J. W. Whittlesey to R. M. Madden, NLRB Regional 
Director, concerning the unfair labor practice 
charge which Local 7-513 filed against the 
Crystal Plant. (Attachment B-9). 
9:00 a.m. - Mrs. Janice R. Rodgers, of 13843 School Street 
in Riverdale, Illinois, drove through the main 
gate without incident. She was an applicant 
for a vacant clerk-typist position in our gen-
eral office. 
11:30 a.m. - Mrs. Rodgers drove out of the gate without i n-
cident. (She was not hired.) 
12:00 noon - Mr. R. Longawa, a non-exempt employee of our 
plant , drove up to the gate from inside the 
parking lot. He was headed for some lunch at 
a nearby restaurant. Two pickets, Janet Dreas 
and Mae Bengals stopped him and said the fol-
lowing: We are under the impression that you 
hired a new girl. Tell her that we will pull 
her •Out of the car and beat the hell out of 
her. Mae Bengala then said that the company 
is taking advantage of them and that the pickets 
will have to get violent. 
12:05 p.m. - Mr. J. Thompson, an exempt employee at the plant. 
drove up to the gate from inside the parking lot. 
He was also leaving the plant to get some lunch. 
He was stopped by Janet Dreas who said the fol-
lowing to him: We know that you brought that 
girl into the plant. If she comes back, we'l l 
take her out of the car and take care of her. 
All the men pickets are going to be after you 
now. What we need arouft'd here is more violence. 
' 
·- . ···• 
December 3, 1966 
,. _ -..... -
;.. 
C. H. Fox talked with R. Fajman, E. Korpella, 
V. Rusin, B. Jent, B. Hulpa. It was pointed 
out to the men who were all union group officers 
that it wa1 a violation of the law to bar people 
from entering the plant. ~R. Fajman indicated 
that his lawyers should tell him this. It wu 
further explained that blocking action was only 
going to cause further deterioration of c0111pany 
employee relationship, etc. In sunmary theae 
discussions did notify Uni on that these blockin g 
actions were illegal and were asked to d iacon t j .).ll j f!. 
same . 
/' ' 
'l 
.J 
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1:20 p .m. - Mr. Robert Byrne, owner of Rule Diamond Tool 
Produ cts of 10336 S. Western Avenue, Chicago, 
ll l i.nois, was prevented from passing through 
th e main gate by a picket (Miss J. T. Koerner 
2841 Orchard Drive, Hammond, Indiana) who s tood 
in f ront of his car and placed a log i n front of 
the front wheels of his automobile. The other 
picke s who assisted Miss Koerner in blocking 
Mr. Byrne's passage into the plant were: Mrs. 
Jessie Krall of 10959 Avenu~ N, Chicago, Illinois. 
Mrs. J.P. Wydra of 7328 Harrison Avenue, Hammond, 
Indiana and Mrs. Mabel W. Reid of 1134 Fields, 
Hanwnond, Indiana. Mr. Byrne was asked by the 
pickets not to go into the plant even though he 
stat ed he had business to conduct there. He 
then backed off, went around the block and drove 
through the shipping gate before the pickets 
cou ld stop him again. Pictures of this incident 
have been taken. 
1:45 p.m. - A Mr . Robinson of the Ruger Equipment Company, 
17 37 W. Howard, Chicago, Illinois was stopped 
1
• '?Y the f our p ickets mentioned ~hove as he tried 
to drive into the mai n gate in a towing truck. 
Pickets told him that they were on strike, that 
other salesmen had honored their picket line 
and that they were sorry but they would not let 
him in. He told them he was a salesman but this 
would not change their attitude. After about a 
five minute wait at the gate, he drove off. The 
company took pictures of this incident also. 
3:00 p.m . - Mr . Byrnes drove out of the receiving gate without 
hindrance. 
~~-
4:00 p.m. - R. Longawa informed L. Scott that,right front 
tire of station wagon was flat. E. Ladewski 
changed this tire and found a nail in it. 
5:15 p .m. - H.- De lnicki picked up a nail in one of her tire ■ 
88 she drove out of the main gate. 
7:00 _p.m. - G. King picked up a nail in one of his tires 
he drove out of the main gate. 
6: 00 a .m . - M. Towne removed ~about t hree pounds of nails 
and broken glass from the gate . areas. 
88 
7:00 a.m. - R. Fajman, E. Korpella and V. Rusin placed tar 
paper around the bottom of the union's trailer. 
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12 :00 noon - R. Fajman , E. Korpella and V. Rusin stopped 
two Sargean t Electric electricians as they 
tried to drive out of the main gate. They 
talked to these men for about twenty minu t es. 
12:15 p.m. - C. Fox, talked to E. Korpella and R. Fajman 
about the latest picket line harassment. 
December 4, 1966 No incidents. 
December 5, 1966 6:55 a.m. - Two pickets. G. Hega and B. Francisco would 
not let J. Cyganowicz drive through the main 
gate. G. Hega pl~ced her hand on his car and 
said, "you're not going any where." After 
a short wait, J. Cygonowicz drove off. 
8:03 a.m. - V. Vranic and G. Hega would not let R. Traas 
drive through the main gate. V. Vranic t old 
J. Nash. who .was in the car behind R. Traas' 
auto. that "he (J. Nash) could come in but 
he (Traas) couldn't." 
8:04 a,m. - The picket s would not let an aut o con t aining 
three Linde Star Salesmen into the plant . 
e, 
8 : 05 a.m. - The f ollowing pickets prevented A. D~rkintis 
from driving through the main gate: L. 
Natonski, B. Francisco. G. Hega, V. Vranic , 
J. Koerner, P. Krick, D. Byrd. 
8:15 a.m. - C. Fox notified K. Reed of these violations 
of the injunction. 
8:30 a.m. - L. Scott noticed two pickets, H. Grimm and 
W. Bandura marching in front of the Linde 
Oxygen Plant Construction Gate. 
10:45 a.m. - A Motor Express semi-trailer loaded witrr 
annonium sulfate drove up to the receiving 
gate. The following pickets would not let 
him pass through the gate: V. Vranic, P. 
Krick, N. Yack, L. Natonski. 
10:50 a .m. - Thia trailer drove through the receiving gate 
"l"<~ 
and made a U-turn. When driver got out of the 
cab he noticed that nail s had been placed in 
the mouth of the gate. 
\ . _) 
I \ ___ ,., 
December 6, 1966 7:00 a.m. - L. Wenzel reported roofing nails positioned 
upright in plastic cup submerged in puddle 
in front of main gate. (See exhibit). 
Punctured tires resulting: . L. Wenzel, E. 
Mallett (2), P. Whipple (2), R. Pogorzala. 
8:00 a.m. - R. Traas attempted to enter through main 
gate and waa prevented from passing by 
pickets standing in front of car. • Told by 
P. Krick that he was told he couldn't come 
in yesterday. R. Traas said he had a right, 
her ccxmnent: "if you want · trouble we will 
give it to you". 
Pickets: L. Natonski, V. Vranic., B. Hulpa, 
J. Koerner, P. Krick, D. Byrd, G. Hega. 
1:30 p.m. - John Naffziger, Kenameta f--;- Inc. Sale& Repre-
1entative was prevented from entering this 
plant by three women pickets standing in 
front of hia automobile. Thia incident 
occurred during the early afternoon. 
December 6, 1966 
\..__) 
11: 00 a .m. -
11 :1 5 a.m. -
1:30 p.m. -
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() 
After talking the situation over with his 
supe rvisor, C.H. Fox and L. Scott, the 
driver pulled out of the receiving gate 
without making the delivery. Before he 
could do this he had to pick up a number 
of nails which were in the path of his 
vehicle. 
L. Scott received from K. Earl copies of 
seve ra l letters which had been sent to 
striking employees a t the Marietta, Alloy 
a nd Sheffield plants (Attachment B 10) . 
Pickets turned away a brown 1965 Chevrolet 
containing two men. 
2: 00 p.m. - Pickets stopped a truck from Linde Plant I 
cont a ining ga rbage as i t drove u p to the 
shipping gate. After a short wait it was 
allowed to proceed to the incinerator which 
is located west of the Crystal Plant. 
3:00 p.m. - L. Scot t received the lates~ Linde IR Dept. 
7: 00 a .m. -
8:00 a.m. 
Strike Bulletin and several letters which the 
Company had sent to striking employees at 
Long Reach Plant. (Attachments B-11 and B-12). 
P. Whipple, G. King and L. Wenzel picked up 
nails in the tires of their autos •s they 
drove through the main gate, 
8:04 a.m. - R. Traas was prevented from driving through 
the main gate by L. Natonski, V. Vranic, 
B. Hulpa, J. Koerner, P. Krick, D. Byrd, 
G. Rega, E. Jani ch. When R. · Traaa told the 
pickets he had a right to come into the plant, 
P. Krick told him that .if he wanted trouble 
he would get it. 
8:15 a.m. - 0. Harville saw P. Krick throw some nails into 
the main gate driveway are a . 
! 
8:45 a.m. - Company representatives removed several pounds 
of nails from the main gate driveway area. 
9:30 a.m. - L. Scott, R. Traas, and C~ Fox met with H. 
Abrahamson to discus s the latest picket l i ne 
incident s. H. Abrahamson indicated that he 
would draw up a contempt citation and present 
it t o Judge Richards on 12-7-66. 
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11:55 a.m. - Pickets prevented a car containing three 
Linde Star salesmen from entering the plant, 
12:40 p.m. - 0 . Harville saw V. Vr anic pouring something 
from coffee cups ont o the ground in the main 
gate driveway area. Since they neve r d r a nk 
out of the cups, it is assumed that the se 
cups contained nails. 
12 :45 p.m. - J. Nas h saw B. Hulpa pour frooi a cup into 
the driveway what appeared to be nails. 
1:00 p .m. - V. Vranic and B. Hulpa left the picket line. 
Shaffer reported for picket line duty. Picket 
at main gate: P. Krick, J. Koerner, G. Eidam 
and wife, J. Shaffer, D. Byrd. 
2:30 p.m. - Pickets Krick and Koerner turned an Illiana 
Supply Company truck away from the receiving 
entrance. 
4:00 p.m. - A contingent of salaried employees swept the 
main gate driveway area. Only three nails 
were found. Apparently the pickets did not 
drop nails into the driveway early in the 
afternoon as it was reported. 
4:30 p.m. - C. Fox gave L. Scott a report on the conversa-
tion which he had with K. Earl earlier in the 
afternoon. The report went as follows: 
1. Simkin told Hageman that the strike in 
Kokomo is hurting the defense effort 
in Viet Nam. 
2. Hageman and Engel agreed to meet with 
Kokomo local in Washington to negotiate 
Kokomo wage reopener . 
3. Hageman told Simkin that UCC will not 
accept multi-plant bargaining even if 
the White House asked it to do 10. 
4 . Simkin told Hageman that the IUD unions 
are "through with local bargaini,ng". 
6:00 p.m. - J. Lourik got a flat a1 she drove out of the 
parking lot '. It was caused by nails placed 
in the main gate driveway area sometime between 
5:45 and 6:00 p . m. The main gate was under sur-
veillance from 12:00 noon to 5:45 p.m. 
I 
•-.,1 
Decembe r 7, 1966 
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7:00 p.m. - L. Rautiola and L. Wenzel removed a large 
quantity of nails and glass from the main-
gate driveway ftrea. 
7: 40 a.m. - S . Nisevich drove into the plant pa rking lot. 
As he drove in his automobile splashed water 
on V. Vranic. As he was getting out of his 
pa rked car, Mrs. Vranic stepped inside the 
gate and threw some thing at hi s car, hitting 
his wind sh ie ld. Sh~ also cursed at Mr. Nisevich. 
Company witnesse s were: R. Morgan, L. Wenze l 
and J. Zehme. 
7:45 a.m. - O. Harville drove into the parking lot. She 
approached the gate from the northbo..ind lane 
on Kennedy Avenue and had to wait for ~n 
opening in traffic before she could turn into 
the driveway area. As she drove into the parking 
lot her automobile also splashed V. Vranic. As 
she passed Mrs. Vranic in the driveway area, 
Mrs. Vranic threw something at Mrs. Harville's 
car. Mrs. Vranic followed Mrs. Harville's car 
into the parking lot. When Mrs. Harville saw 
Mrs. Vranic approach the car, she locked her 
doors and sat in the driver's seat. Mrs. Vranic 
walked up to the car and said: See this hot 
coffee? You're going to get it in your mouth 
so you won't talk so much. Mrs. Vranic then 
cursed Mrs. Harville and said that she would 
get her later. Mrs. Vranic then walked away 
from the car. Mrs. Harville got out of her 
automobile and began to walk towards the plant. 
Mrs. Vranic then turne~ around and began to walk 
toward Mrs. Harville. Mrs. Vranic said she · 
wanted Mrs. Harville. Mrs. Harv i lle said: Come 
on honey. Mrs. Vranic then t hrew hot coffee on 
Mrs. Harville's shoulder and pushed her to the 
ground. Mrs. Harville got up, and Mrs. Vranic 
swung at her a second time. · Mrs. Harville grasped 
Mrs. Vranic's hair, and at that point Mr. D. 
Winchell came upon Mrs. Vranic and Mrs. Harville 
and separated t hem. Mrs. Vranic then left the 
parking lot and Mrs . Harville went into the plant 
with Mr. Winchell. As Mrs. Vranic and Mrs. Harville 
parted, Mrs. Vranic threatened to get Mrs. Harville 
later. Mr. R. K. Morgan wa1 a witness to this 
threat. Company witnesses to this incident were: 
Messrs. D. Winchell, L. Wenzel, R. Morgan and S. 
Nisevich. Union witnesses were: D. Byrd (Peterson), 
J. Shaffer and J. Koerner. 
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8:50 a,m. - A serviceman from the Xerox Corporation came 
to the main gate. He was prevented from 
entering the plant by pickets, L. Natonski, 
G. Eidam and D. Byrd. 
December 7, 1966 10:30 a.m. - C.H. Fox and L. C, Scott met with Attorney 
K. Reed to draw up a leti.tien !f!_~ e C~ntem1't 1 Gitatieft, r.1.·L~---- :-, Ll ~ ---v l. "-' ' ' V +{)J,-V ' 
, 
10:35 a.m . - J. Nash and P. Warren drove a tn1ckload of 
aluminum sulphate and sulfuric acid through 
the shipping gate~ J. Shaffer picked up a 
length of pipe and followed the truck to the 
shipping dock area. Witnesses were: 0, 
Harville, R. Longawa and R. Morgan. 
11:00 a.m. - L. Rautiola and L. Wenzel saw L~ Natonski 
drop nails onto the main gate driveway area. 
11 :OS a.m. - L. Wenzel and L. Rautiola collected a large 
number of nails from that same area. 
2:45 p.m. ~ A Motor Express truck loaded with &Jil!lonium 
sulphate drove up to the area directly across 
from the main gate. -The driver got out of 
the cab and walked over to the pickets, who 
were: 
2:50 p.m. - L. Scott received copies of two letters which 
had been sent to striking employees at the 
Kokomo and Marietta Plants (Attaclmients B-13 
and B-14). 
3:30 p.m. - A contingent of salaried employees again 
collected a number of nails from the main 
gate driveway area. .. r -. , 
t
s~ c.0)-M.'i... G .,~>-. 
4:30 p.m. - L. Scott called Attorney K. Re to learn whether 
Judge Richards had signed the ~te-,t Ci tetieR, 
K. Reed indicated that Judge Richards signed it 
and set a hearing date for 12-16-66. Also he 
said that the citations would be received on 
12-8-66. (Attachment B-15). 
5 : 30 p.m. - L. Rautiola, R. Watt anq~L. Scott removed a 
number of nails from the main gate driveway 
area. ~ile these men were in the process of 
doing this, R. Hoeckelberg threw a handful of 
nails into the driveway area. Seated in a car 
along with R. Hoeckelberg were D. Byrd, and 
M. Reid. . 
December 8 , 1966 
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5:35 p.m. - L. Scott called K. Reed and asked him whe t he r 
t he police should be ca lled if pickets con -
tinued to throw nai l s into the drivewa y t ha t 
evening. Mr. Reed repl i ed in the positive . 
8:30 p.m. - L. Scott picked up a few nails from the main 
gate driveway area. 
8 : 30 a.m. - D. Gaddy arrived at the picket .line. Af ter he 
talked to V. Vranic for a few minutes, she l ef t 
the picket line area. 
8 :35 a.m. - Pickets at the main gat e : Hega, Eidam , Byr d, 
Francisco, Popovich~ Shaffer, Bengala, Dreas, 
and Koe rner. 
9:57 a.m. - J. Koerner stopped a NIPSCO service car at the 
main gate driveway area. Shaffer talked to 
the driver for a few minutes and then let him 
drive into the parking lot, 
9 : 58 a.m. - J. Nash drove a truck loaded with new materials 
through the shipping gate. 
9:59 a.m. - Pickets Koerner, Byrd and Shaffer moved their 
burning barrels from a spot south of the main 
gate to a spot north of the main gate. 
11:45 a,m. - Pickets at the main gate were: B, Francisco, 
J. Shaffer, K. Popovi ch, H. Gri11111, G. Hega, 
M. Bengals , B. J en t , V. Vranic, J. Koerne r . 
11:50 a.m. - Two Deputy She r iffs drove up to the main gate 
driveway area and be gan to distribute Con tempt 
Citations to t he p i ckets. 
11 : 55 a .m . .; Steve Nisevich and P . Whipple drove up to the 
ma i n ga te from inside the parking lot. As 
S. Nisevich's car drove out of the dr i veway, 
B. Francisco be gan to claim that she had been 
hit by the car . B. Francisco then walked over 
to the left front door of S. Nisevich's car 
and through the open car door window struck 
Mr. Niaevich on the left shoulder. At t hat 
point, V. Vranic and on~~of the Deputy Sheriff , . 
restra ined B. Francfsco. This Deputy Sheriff . ~ .. 
then told S. Nisevich to drive out into .. traffic. 
As Mr. Nisevich began to pull into traffic, .Mr. 
J. Shaffer hit his car with a stone. One of ''' 
the Deputy Sheriff then told B. Francisco and 
J. Shaffer that if they didn't calm down he 
would run them in. 
December 9, 1966 
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3:45 p.m. - A. Derk in tis drove i nto the parking lot. 
As he pa ssed t hrough the main ga te B. 
Franc isco shouted at him and said that he 
wouldn' t ge t out ton i ght . 
3:50 p.m . - J. Lunds t rom drove int o the main gate drive-
way area from Kennedy Avenue. B. Francisco 
approached his car and asked him who the 
fellow in the yellow Corvair was. She also 
stated that she was going to hit tha t fel l ow 
in the head and no t let him out tonight. 
7 :30 a.m. -
8:00 a.m. 
R. Traas, A. Derkintis, J. Cyganowicz were 
prevented from entering thr ough plant gate 
by the following pickets on duty: J. Koerner, 
B. Jent, B. Francisco, V. Vranic, G. Hega , 
D. (Byrd) Peterson. The three employees pre-
vented entrance retired to local restaurant . 
8:15 a.m. - The East Chicago Police were contacted and a 
report of the incident was given to Desk Sgt. 
Justin. He dispatched a squad car and in-
structed C. Fox to meet patrol at gate and 
expla in problem. The two patrolmen were in-
effec tive in explaining situation to pickets 
so they radioed for Lt. S . Stinglich who 
arr i ved within S minutes. 
I 
In the meantime, the three employees : R. Traas, 
A. Derkintis, Cyganowicz , returned in the i r 
cars awaiting clear passage through plan t gate. 
The si tuation was expla i ned to Lt . Stinglich 
and a copy of restraining order was shown t o 
him. He ordered picke t s out of the way and 
t hreatened them wi th arrest if t hey did not 
move. The three cars were thus allowed passage 
through entrance gate. · Lt. Stinglich indicated 
that if there was any additional trouble ~ we 
sh~1ld call him. Also he suggested to pickets 
that their Union officers stop over at t he 
police station if there is any question a bout 
law in this matter. 
J. Schaffer arrived for picket duty abrut time 
~hat police arrive6. He .aqd cithe< picket~ . 
sti 11 do not understand thft t they are in vio-
_lation of law in preventing ingress or egress 
to Plant. 
I ~ 
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10:20 a.m. - Three pickets prevented Gannen Printing truck 
from entering the plant premises by standing 
in front of t he truck and also by talking to 
the driver. The pickets were B. Francisco, 
G. Hega, and D. Byrd. 
11:00 a.m. - George Eidam and other pickets prevented 
C. R. Castor from entering the plant. Eidam 
told Castor he wasn't coming in and gave no 
reason. Castor then drove away. 
1:30 a.m. - Constable Michael Soney came to the picket 
line and told the pickets that they could 
legally keep out all persons who were hired 
after the start of the strike. 
December 10, 1966 7: 50 a.m. - At approximately 7:50 a.m. A. Derkintis was 
stopped trying to pass through gate. One 
picke t, Lee Rector, reached through car win-
dow and struck a glancing bl ow at Derkintis. 
Rector then r eached through the window and 
opened door. Derkintis was able to close 
door but Rector again tried reaching through 
window. Words were exchanged, Rector threatening 
that he would beat the hell out of him . . Derkintis 
retorted by saying "just try i t", also he reminded 
picket of contempt of court citation and that 
this kind of action means trouble. Rector stated 
that Constable informed them that they didn't 
have to . let the 3 persons hired since the strike 
into the plant. 
J. Schaffer was also present and told Derkintis 
to stay away in a threatening manner, telling 
Derk in tis that his name wil 1 be "mud" if he 
persists. Derkintis' hand on window was struck 
by Schaffer. Women pickets interceded, they were 
S. Consentino and L. Swick, perhaps Mrs. P! terson. 
Women told men to leave Derkintis alone. 
Derkintis pulled away and went to local restaurant. 
C. Fox witnessed above except for actual assault 
and did see Rector grab for door. 
After seeing Derkintis stopped, C. Fox went to 
picket line and told pickets on duty Lee Rector, 
J. Schaffer, S. Cosentino, L. Swick, D. Peterson 
(Byrd), that they were again violating court re-
st raining order issued by Judge Richards. They 
✓ 
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They stated that Michael Sorey (D.J.Peterson 
gave name), who is a constable, lnfonned them 
yesterday that the Union can keep anyone out 
that was hired since strike started. The 
reason being _ that they are a source of agita-
tion that could result in violence. Traas 
was turned away ~uring this discussion, pre-
vented from entering. 
C. Fox called Ken Reed reporting statement of 
Constable, Reed's retort was that Constable 
was absolutely wrong and he could be held in 
contempt of court. 
C. Fox instructed Traas and Derkintis to re-
turn and again attempt to enter Plant premises. 
They again were stopped and C. Fox again talked 
to pickets Cosentino, Swick, Peterson , and G. 
Eidam (the latter having just arrived ) and 
asked that the two, Traas and Derk i ntis, be 
allowed to pass. C. Fox warned that he would 
have to call police. 
Police were called and C. Fox talked to Chief 
~qcowski who said he would send 8'me man over 
(meaning Lt. S. Stinglich) who had handled 
things on Friday. 
C. Fox returned to picket line where Traas and 
Derkintis were waiting to enter in their cars. 
R. Fajman and E. Korpella had arrived by this 
time and they joined in the blocking of Traas 
and Derkintis. They were again warned by C. 
·Fox that this action was in violation of i-e-
straining order, and that these men had a right 
to enter , but this had no effect. 
Lt. Stinglich arrived and pickets, primarily 
R. Fajman and E. Korpella r efused to allow R. 
Traas and A. Derkintis. Lt. Stinglich showed 
them copy of restraining order but this was 
ignored. The lieutenant told them if he had to 
call for 35 policemen Traas and Derkintis were 
going to be allowecf· to enter. One additional 
squad with two patrolmen were called and after 
its arrival pickets mov~~ with some nudging by 
police . 
Lt. St i nglich i n leaving s t ted if we have any-
more difficulty, to call him. Shortly after t his 
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incident, Lt. Stinglich called C. Fox and 
asked for names and addresses of union 
officers. He wanted to have them come to 
the station so he could explain the law in 
this matter to them. The information was 
provided, the names given were: Kenneth 
Hanes, Int. Rep.; Dale Gaddy, Local President; 
R. Fajman, Group Chairman; E. Korpella, Stewart. 
The lieutenant was thanked for attempting to 
get t ing t hings straightened out. 
1 : 30 p. m. - Company received a telegram from William E. 
Simkin, Director of the FMCS (Attachment B-16). 
December 11, 1966 2:00 p.m. - Company replied t o Simkin's 12-10-66 telegram. 
(A t tachment B-17). 
December 12, 1966 8: 00 a.m. - . At about 8:00 a.m. R. Traas was prevented from 
entering through Plant gate by following pickets: 
Hulpa , Koerner, Schaffer, Janich, Korte, Hega. 
C.H. Fox reminded pickets that this man, R. 
Traas, had a right to enter plant and preventing 
his entrance was a violation of court restraining 
order. Pickets still refused to allow him passage. 
C.H. Fox called police and two officers arrived 
who delayed taking any action until Patrol Sgt. 
B. Opinker (Badge 323) arrived. He explained 
that they aa law · ·enforcement officers had to 
uphold the· restraining order . The statement of 
Constable Michael Sorey waa quot ed by pickets 
to effect that persona hired since strike can be 
legally kept out. The officers ordered pickets 
out of the way, allowing Traas to enter. 
In course of conversation with pickets, ·before 
police arrived, one of pickets stated that 
Constable, Mayor and Police Chief had given 
the word to Lt. Stinglich. Doubt accuracy of 
th is since police were effective in having 
Traas pass .. 
11 : 00 a.m. - Company received a copy of t he latest Linde IR 
Department Strike report . (Attachment B-18) . 
Dec ember 13, 1966 8:00 
,I ·s:os 
11:30 
) 
'·. ~.' 
'., ..... ._: ··:;:· }' .. , ' 
December 14, '\9,~{ 
•' . .,., ' 
Dec·ember 
a.m. 
a.m. 
' (' 
a.m. 
. ~ . •\• , ' 
) ~ 
, .~ ~ J" 
' 
46 
(j 
A car containing four Star 
pickets off-guard and drove 
lot without hind rance . 
{. 
salesmen caught the 
into the pa r king 
.. .._ 
, \ 
, I 
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(2) The Union's Attorney then contended that 
si nce the East Chica~o Chief of Police 
had completed an affidavit indi ca ting 
that he and ~is men are able and willing 
to provide the Crystal Plant with adequate 
police protection , the pre-conditions for 
the issuance on an injunction under Indiana's 
little Norris LaGuard ia Act CQ\lld not be 
fulf i lled and the Company's petition for an 
injunction should be dissolved. 
(3) The Company's Attorney took the position 
that the Judge shot_1ld hear the contempt 
citation case before ruling on . the restraining 
order. 
(4) Judge · Richards ruled that he woQld hear evi-
dence on the Union's motion to dissolve the 
restraining order before he would rule on 
the contempt citation. Also, he indicated 
that he would like to have a conference with 
the atton1eys of both parties to decide what 
evidence would be presented . in the injunction 
case. He then continued the entire matter 
to J a nuary 4 , 1967. 
De cembe r 17 , 1966 2:00 p.m. - Company received a let t er conce r ning the Corpora-
tion's policy on vacat ion payments t o strik i ng 
employees from Mr. M. Ernst of the Linde IR Dept . 
(Attachment A-3}. 
December 18, 1966 
December 19, 1966 
No incidents. 
- No incidents . Pickets did no parading in front 
of the gates. 
December 20, 1966 8:00 a.m. - ARA representative serviced. the.· vending m,.ichines. 
He had no difficulty entering or ·leaving plani 
premises. 
8:15 ·a.m. - No pickets were present at the plant · premises. · 
1: 00 p.m. - A truck l oade d with alum i num su lfa t e passed 
t hrou gh t he sh ippin g gate without hindiance. 
l: 30 p.m. - Compirny r ece i ved a copy of the "back-to-wor k 
movement letter" which was sent to the striking 
employees at the Marietta Plant on December 10, 
1966. (Attachment C-3). 
2:00 p.m. - L. Scott and C. Fox returned to the plant from 
a meeting with Attorney Reed. Company ob-
tained various legal documents concerning its 
case against Local 7-513 from Attorney Reed. 
(Attachment D-3) 
3:00 p.m. - Company learned that President Johnson invoked 
the Taft-Hartley Act to end the _ strike at the 
Kokomo Plant (Attachment E-3). 
4 :00 p.m. - D. Murphy called R. K. Morgan and told him that 
persons not gaining eligibility for vacation 
prior to start of strike are not considered 
eligi ble . for vacation pay at this t ime. Con-
t inuous serv i ce dates considered frozen as of 
star t o f strike . 
De cember 21 , 1966 6:30 a.m. - No pickets were present at the plant gate . 
De cembe r 22, 1966 
December 23, 1966 
December 24, 1966 
December 25, 1966 
De_cember 26, 1966 
December 27, 1966 
December 28, 1966 
- A lett e r was sent to each employee (Attachment 
F-3). 
No incidents 
- No incidents 
No incidents 
No incidents 
No incidents 
- No inc i dents 
December 29, 1966 
December 30, 1966 
December 31, 1966 
January l, 1967 
January 2, 1967 
Jani1ary 1, 19 f.i 7 through 
January 8, 1.967 
JanuRry 9, 1.9 67 
J <1nu 1ny 11 , 1 96 7 
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- Dale Gaddy called C. H. Fox to inquire about 
vacation check for Kay Popovich who completed 
one year service in September. 
Gaddy was advised that continuous service credit 
accumulation stopped with start of strike and that 
if at a later date it should be decided to count 
strike time for continuous serv ce, K. Popovich 
would become eligible and receive proper payment. 
Discussion followed about whether strike t ime 
counted as continu ous service for pension and 
insura nce purposes s ince that agreemen t has not 
expired. Wr iter made no comment concerning this · 
area but stated vacation eligibility had nothing 
to do with this five year agreement. 
Gaddy want ed to know about effect on retiremen t 
and insu rance plans, but he was told this ques-
tion hadn't come up so not even considered . 
Suggested that we could talk about this later. 
No incidents 
- No incidents 
- A story on the eleven struck Carbide plants 
appeared in the Hamnond Times (Attachment G-3). 
L. Scott received a copy of the affidavit which 
K. Earl prepared for NLRB Case 13-CA-7661 
(Attachment H-3). 
No inc i dents 
C. Rivich was h ired. 
No i.ncidentf: 
J. Pay ton WAS h ire~ 
. ' . 
,- J :-\ " 1 =1 rv 1 ? , 1 q (, 7 
( \ 
J 
J rrn111ny 14, 1 %7 
Janllary 15, 1967 
- _r; () -
'i:30 ,.M. - R. !{0s0 ·1 nd '-l TnF11~ discnv c , ,., d rh n t r_arh -,p:c 
'1 8 d .., ,., ,...,, ~hrown ·i i: front o f th e rr .1j~, g -1te>, 
t· hr \i i h t s n r> t hf' fP1'1C' ':! at the fT1 A in ;:_.1t"P WP!.P 
srn s l ,, rj ::in r1 ] r- c::-l ' S in t·he mri. ·1 g'' t " i "P11T10 d . 
Tl'. " ,:, irv 0 t s 1,:hr' • ·0-r - s<>c n in r)', n -➔ rr, ;i ·1 r1i ,., r 
th ::i t :n •r ri i "'f. ~.,p r p 1 . 1?p c t r,r 1•- d J. S r lv f fpr . 
l? : 0 "> P • M • •· J . 1'. n c r n P r , M. . ~ r 0 0 ] , , N . P .A t r i c 1.- ;rn ,i N . !( ,:1 rt P 
t 0 ', • " () P , !'-4. f r--,m t i r• <> t n t i :n ~~ •: 0 u l rJ rn0rn~: nt:1 r i 1 y h 1 nc th e 
p.At], r- f r :1 rs d r iv i n g i.nt0 'l nri 0·1 t r, f th 0 pL1 n t 
flilrk i ns l 0t. 
11: 1 () p. M . M. C:ro o1r t-ri p r. t 0 O:'P.n J. R,"•1~ ch 's r; rr -i 0or 
;,s hr rlr " V" r. Riv i.ct, out r f t:!· " ;-,,i r\, in " l0 t . 
:!,•. (' r 00t· ,i nrl ~ - Kort ~ foll0wf'<1 J . ~-"" c:ch 's c :> r. 
L,,: 3c; "'.M. 
';:10 P.M. 
L. Sc0tt , r.. Yif'l ,:: 1nd C. Fox t-.:i lh?d t 0 J . f r' P.rnl'r. 
1:00 P.M. 
M. ~ r nn~. N. PRtric~ Rn<i N. Yorte at t~F p i ck~ t 
lfn,., . Thes e pickets lnrlicatPrl that ( 1) tb Py WP rP 
tnlii t0 plckr:-t the ·t,11te so thPy wnrP rloi ri:?, it (2) 
thPy were striking frr m~lti-plant bar2Pinln g 
· (3) jt was unfair fnr th!:' CO!l'oany to hir !" 
repl acP ments (4) th0y r eR lly didn't full y 
undf:'rstand multi- p l:rnt hargR1n1n~ (5 ) thf-' Y 
wanted to COTT'e back tn their jobs hut t 1->e y 
wn11ld t n t hrPak the strike to do thi.s (6) they . 
didn't wa nt to wait any longer for their vacation 
chPcks. 
A Motor F.xprPs s tr11ck smashed th(' snlaman<le r 
which t he p ick e ts h~d sta tione d nea r th e 
re ceivin g ERte RS hp rl r ove through the ~a t e . 
5: 00 P.M. - Company sent a letter to each employee . 
( Attachrne rit T-3) 
L. Scott rPceivl'd ]~test Linde IR Depnr~~ent 
Strike Bulletin. (AttachTT'e.nt J-3) 
M. Towne di.scovP.red a tArie quantity of nails 
in the parking lot nnd driveway. D. Winchell 
got a flat tirP. as a result of these nails. 
-. 
/ 
, 
,/ 
Ja nu~ry 17 , 1967 
u 
7 : 15 1\ , 1' ' . -· Vi r l<"tS h l nrkPri .J. P->yt ci'l 1 R c P r . r> c-t,w 
t 'rl l ,l '<' r t ~1·1t r i (' ] 0 t s h :i d 1-iP r 1; ,- .,ns C' 
'l" l''lhPr ;:, ri w0 11l ~ S P P 1 Pr 1At 0r. 
7 : "3~ A. M , 
7:40 A. M. - C' . Rivi, h rlrovP 1r t o t h" !" Ai n ga t f'. l!P r C'l 
1,,, f!S h lnc l<P rl b :r ~ - RPid. E . f r::i n ci ~c0 . tl. •" <'V , 
.qn,j r.. r>p ct '1 r . \.1hilP. shP w;:is wn i t ing .:at thP 
~ r-1 t 0, r-in F.;:ist ChicA gn Po l -L r. e S(n.tAd C:a r ci r nv,... 
up t o ~er CAT. Th Py motioned her t o <lr i vP 
thro11 ~h th e pickets. WhPn sh P wn•ilrln' t <i n 
t~i s th Py drove nff. L . RPct o r told Mr s . 
Ri ~ ich thRt the uni0n hnd her license numbPr, 
t ha t they woul<l pay her i:ind her hushn i> d ;:i vi sit 
and th8.t they would ponnd the h_eck out of hPr. 
L. Rector asked ~rs. Rivich _to get out of her 
cAr. When Mrs .. Ri.vich tried to h;:ic k nut 0f 
t he d rivewa y Riea, N. Yack ~locked he r p;:ith. 
B. Francisco And N. Yack picked 11p r ocks and 
held thPm in a thrp.qtenin z m;:inne r . 
8:00 A. M. - Mrs. Rivich finally mAnA~ed to pull ~WAY 
fr om th P main g:ite r-ir,:,a. 
R:03 A.M. - Sn mp picket s mentioned above blocked R. TraAs 1 
And T . Derkintis' C8rs. T. nerkint is drove 
::i way frnrn gnte :ifter wAi t i ng 8 sh ort tlr.1P . 
8 :0 'i i\ ,M, -
8 :10 A .M. -
8 : 30 A.M. -
' 
8:35 A.M. -
11:00 A.M. -
Police es cnrt ed R. Traas into prtrkin g l ot. 
C'. Fox di s covererl that pickets had placed fl 
l ock nn thP shipping gAte. J. N::is h cut the 
l ock off the ~Ate And sw11ng the ·v1 t e op en. 
J . Pny ton, T. Derkintis and C. Rivi ch dro ve 
throu gh the gate without incident. 
C. Fox had o long discussion with L. Rec t or 
a t the picke t line. 
M. Ernst of the Llnde IR Dep~rtment ca lled 
L. Scott. He indicated thBt the meetings 
held at Ashtabula and Alloy on Janunry 14,· 
1967 resulted in no significant change in 
the unions' position. 
7:00 A.M. - C. Rivich discovere -that all f.our tires 
on her auto had been sJ~shed. 
8:00 A. M. - G. Hega. H. Gri.mm, B. Jent, D. Byrd and 
M. RPid blocked the path of the Autos of 
R. Traa s and F. Luby. 
I 
J a nua ry 18, 1967 
J-'lnua ry 19, 1967 
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R:15 ,\ .M. - Cr1pt.ain Mon.'y of the East Chicap,o Po lice 
c l e:i rn ci D rllth througti t:hf' pickPts nn ri. 
R · Tn1As And F. 1.11hy drove int0 thP r::irl<in g 
l'ot. 
! 2 :45 P. M. - S. 1!0zrlov ich, B . .lPnt, L. Rector, H. Grimm, 
G. Heg::i , D. Byrd and W. B::indura blockl~d the 
path of F. Luby's auto. C. H. Fnx call ed 
the E~st Chicagb Poli ce . 
l :00 P.M. - J. Koe rner and H. Li.kens came tn the scPne 
and i oined in the picketing. 
1:01 P.M. - East Chicago Squad Car 11 arrived nn the scene. 
Two patrolmen go~ out nf the car HDrl w~l~ed 
over to Mr. Luby's car. They told h im that 
thPy didn't have the au tho rity to part the 
picke ts. They thPn ask ed him f or his ident i -
fication. Mr. Luby said he was carrying 
only his driver's license. 
1:10 P.M. - Captain Morey of the East Chicago Pnlice 
arrived on the scene . He dispers ed the pickets 
and Mr. Luby drove in t o the pa rking lot. 
C. H. Fox continued to talk to the picke ts and 
Captain Morey until ahout 1:25 P.M. Capta i n 
More y indicated to Mr. Fox that he would be 
at the main gate on January 18, 196 7 f rom 
7:30 A.M. to 8:15 A.M. to insure that t he 
pickets would obey the Restraining Order. 
8:00 A.M. - B. Jent, H. Grimm and K. Popovich bl ocved the 
path of the. autos of C. Rivich and F. Luby, 
8:10 A.M. - Two East Chicagci patrolmen convin~ed the 
pickets that they should move out of the way. 
8:00 A.M. - W. Bandura, H_. Grinni, R. Hoecke.lberg and B. Hul-pa 
blocked the path of C. Rivich's and R. Traas' 
autos. 
8:01 A.M. - L. Scott callfd Captain Morey of the East 
Chicago Poli.ce. 
8: 04 A.H. - Captain Morey arrived on the scene and dis-
. persed the pickets. 
8:25 A.M. - H. Grimm, R. Hoe.ckeJ.e.erg, B. Ht~lpa and W. 
Bandura blocked the pat~ of F. Luby' s ca r . 
8:45 A.M. - An East Chicago police car drove pass the 
plant . It marle no attempt to stop. 
8: 26 A.M. - C. H. Fox ca lled the East Chicago Police. 
r-
( 
January 20, 1967 
January 21, 1967 
Janua-ry 22, 1967 
January 23, 1967 
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9:00 a.m. - C.H. Fox again called the East Chicago 
Police, Sgt. Ford indicated that Captain 
Morey was at the Carbide Chemical Plant 
in East Chicago and would come to the 
Crystals Plant when he was finished 
there. 
9:05 a.m. - Lieutenant Stiglich of the East Chicago 
Police drove up to the scene and dispersed 
the pickets. 
9:10 a.m. - It was learned that prank calls were 
received by J. Lour ik, M. Sarnowsk i , 
D. Broderick and R. Longawa in the early 
morning hours. 
'. 
10:00 a,m. - L. Scott received a copy of the most recent 
le t ter sent by the Chemicals Plant to their 
employees. (Attachment K-3). 
8:00 a,m. - S. Cosentino, L. Rector, B. Francisco, 
W. Bandura and H. Grimm blocked the path 
of R. Traaa' auto. 
8:01 a.m. - The East Chicago Police were called. 
8:07 a.m. - Lieutenant Stiglich arrived on the scene 
and dispersed the pickets. 
8:15. a.m. - D. Gaddy arrived on the scene. He talked 
to the pickets for about 10 minutes. 
- No incidents. 
- No incidents. 
earl y a.m.- M. Towne di1covered that picket• had locked 
the main gate. Thia lock was cut off and 
the gates were opened. 
1:00 a .m . - Company and the Union held a meeting at 
the Federal Building~in Chicag~ (See 
Minute■ Section). -
/ 
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8 :00 a .m . - Nails were again found in the main gate 
driveway area . 
10:00 a.m. - Company a, d the Union held a meeting at 
the Federa l Building in Chicago (See 
Mi nute s Section). 
5 : 45 p.m. - L. Scott received cop i es of seve ral 
lettera which were sent to Speedwa y 
employees (Attachment L-3). 
6:00 p.m. - L. Scott posted an announcement on the 
progress of negotiations. (See Announce-
ment Section). 
- L. Scott received copies of two letters 
which were sent to Speedway employees. 
(Attachment M-3). 
January 26, 1967 th r ough 
January 30, 1967 No incidents. 
January 31, 1967 
Februa ry 1, 1967 
February 2, 1967 
February 3, 1967 
February 4, 19.67 
February 5, 1967 
Company sent a letter. to all bargaining 
unit employee•. (Attachment N-3). 
• No incidents. 
- No incidents . 
1:00 p .m. - An announcement concerning the atrike was 
posted. (See Announcement Sect ion). 
5 :00 p.m. - Company sent a letter to all bargaining 
unit employee • (See Let ten Section) ■ -
- No .incidents. 
late p.a. - E. Korpella aak~d tbe driver oJ a Calumet 
Trucking anovplow to honor the picket line 
at the plant. The driver did not come into 
the plant. 
I -..__,. 
February 6, 1967 
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10:00 a.m. - D. Byrd asked the driver of a Calumet 
Trucking snowplow to honor the picket 
line at the plant. The driver did no t 
go i nto the plant. 
11:00 a.m. - L. Scott called E. Korpella and discussed 
the snowplow matter with him. 
1:00 p.m. - L. Scott again talked to E. Korpella about 
the snowplow matter. E. Korpella indicated 
that he could not tell hie pickets not to 
try to stop union members from c r ossing the 
picke t line at this time. 
1:15 p.m. - E. Ladewski asked A. Natali to plow the 
lot . He agreed. 
1:30 p.m. - A. Natali's plow would not cross t he picket 
line. 
1.0:00 a .m. - Company and the Union held another meet i ng 
at t he Fede ral Building in Chicago. (See 
Mi nute s Sect i on). 
5:00 p.m. - K. Earl gave L. Scott a copy of the proposa l 
which D. Gaddy presented to the Chemicals 
Plant management at negotiations on January 
30, 1967 (Attachment 0-3). 
5:00 p.m. - Company sent a letter to all bargaining unit 
employees (See Letter Section). 
5:30 p.m. - L. Scott received the l a test Linde IR Dept. 
Strike Bulletin (Attachment P-3). 
February 9 , 1967 t hrough 
February 12, 1967 - No incidents. 
February 13, 1967 
February 14, 1967 
1:00 p.m. - An announcement conce rning _ the strike wa s 
poated. (See Announcement Section). 
-5 :00 p.m . - COlllpany sent a letter t o all bargaining 
un i t empl oyees. (See Letters Section) . 
- No i ncident s . 
() 
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10:00 a.m. - Company and Union held a meeting at the 
Federal Bui lding i n Chicago. (See Minut e s 
Section). 
10:00 a.m. - Company and Union met again at the Federal 
Building (See Minutes Section). 
5:00 p .m. - K. Earl gave L. Scott a copy of the Alloy 
Strike Settlement Agreement (Attachment Q-3). 
5:00 p.m. - Company sent a letter to all bargaining unit 
employees (See Letters Section). 
February 18, 1967 through 
February 23, 1967 - No incidents 
February 24, 1967 
February 24, 1967 
February 25, 1967 
9:00 a.m. - Company received letter from NLRB indicating 
that Union Unfair Labor Practice charge had 
been dismissed. (Attachment R-3). 
10:00 a.m. - Whiting Hydrogen Plant management met with 
Local 7-513 at the Federal Building in 
Chicago. 
10:00 a .m. - L. Scott received a copy of the minutes of 
t he Hydrogen Plant negotiating session he ld 
on 2-24 -67 (Attachment S-3) . 
February 26, 1967 through 
February 28 , 1967 - No inc i dent s 
March 1, 1967 · 
March 2, 1967 
10:00 a.m. - Company and Union he ld a meeting et t he 
Federal Building in Chicago (See Minute s 
Section). 
10: 00 a .m . . - Company· and Union met again at the Federal 
Building (See Minutes Section) • . ~-
C 
March 3, 1967 through 
March 5, 1967 
March 5, 1967 
Karch 6, 1967 
March 7, 1967 
March 8, 1967 
March 9, 1967 
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- No incidents 
8:00 a.m. - E. Green informed C.H. Fox that K. Earl 
would not be available for the negotiating 
meeting• scheduled for 3-7-67 and 3-8-67. 
E. Green recmended that these meetings 
be postponed for a week or so. 
8:30 a.m. - C.H. Fox informed Commia1ioner E. Stewart 
that the Company would like to postpone 
the bargaining meetings set for 3-7-67 and 
3- 8-67. 
9:00 a.m. - A strike announcement vaa posted (See 
Announcement Sect ion). 
9:00 a.m. Company received from the Linde IR Dept. 
a c unique concerning the strike at the 
Ashtabula Plant (Attachment T-3 ) . 
- No incident• 
- No incidents 
8:00 a.a. - L. Scott received a copy of the latest 
propo1al which the Coapany gave to Union 
at the Hydrogen Plant (Attachment U-3). 
Karch 11, 1967 through 
Karch 14, 1967 - Ro incident• 
March 14, 1967 
March 15, 1967 
9:00 a.a. - Ccapany received a copy of an lndianapolia 
Star ar~icle concernina the duration of atrike 
benefita by the Tonawanda Plant L.ocal Union 
to the Speedway Plant Local Union (Attachment 
V-3). 
10:00 a.a. Cmapany and the Union held a meeting in the 
Federal Buildin1 in Chicago (See Minute• 
Section). · · 
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March 18, 1967 
Karch 19, 1967 
March 20, 1967 
March 22, 1967 
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10:00 a.m . - Company and Union again met at t he Federal 
Building (See Minutes Section). 
8:00 a.m. - A strike announcement was posted (See 
Announcement Sec t ion). 
8:00 a.m. - Company repreaentativea spent t he day pre-
paring a formal statement of the proposal 
which they left with the Union on 3-16-67. 
2:00 p.m. - R. Fajman and E. Korpella met with L. Scott 
and C.H. Fox at the plant to review briefly 
the proposal which the Company presented 
the Union at the neg~tiatiag meeting on 
3-16-67. (Attachment W-3). 
- No incident• 
4:00 p.m. - L; Scott learned from R. Fajman that the 
Union would definitely vote on the Company 
proposal at 7:30 p.m. on March 22, 1967. 
9:00 p.m. - Union ratified the new contract by a vote 
of 50 to 20. 
8:00 a.m. - Normal operationl of the plant were resumed. 
_,, 
